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[MAP OF AETHER]

Chapter One

Wild Creatures

I

vey Thornton was six years old the first time she died. Born with an
insatiable sense of curiosity, the daring girl had ventured alone into
Thornhall Pond one summer day. As always, she’d made a solemn bargain with herself: if she merely waded along the pond’s mossy banks, she
wouldn’t be breaking her parents’ rule about not swimming unattended.
The youngest Thornton girl had always felt more at home in the primeval waters of the pool hidden behind her family’s estate than she did
within the old stone mansion. Thornhall Manor usually bustled with
her mother’s endless chores and the social obligations of her three older
sisters. In contrast, the pond was peaceful and private—yet for Ivey, it
was teeming with excitement just below the surface.
That day, she paddled gently along the water’s edge, letting her
hands and feet brush across the smooth surface of stones and reeds. As
the sun climbed higher into the sky, a column of light pierced through
the canopy of trees that circled the pond, illuminating the depths of a
small cove at its far end.
That mysterious corner of her pond was forbidden. Even Ivey’s father never took her swimming in the cove. His refusal to explain why
only made Ivey’s inquisitive fascination stronger. She liked to imagine
that something special must be hidden there; perhaps a monster was
lurking in its depths.
The sunbeam reached deeply into the shadowy water, and a small
reflection from under the pool’s surface caught her eye. Ivey’s vow to remain safely by the pond’s edge gave way to an intense desire to discover
what was below.
She swam closer until the ring of warm sunlight spilled all around
her. Looking down, she saw what looked like the remains of a sunken
tree. The branches beneath her swayed in the current of her kicks like
withered arms reaching up to snatch at her legs.
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The glimmer of light she’d seen was coming from a mark on the underwater tree’s gnarled trunk. The mark resembled a symbol made of
lines and curves, like the letters in the books her father was teaching
her to read.
Ivey had a strange feeling that the old tree was part of the cove’s secret.
It was dangerous to linger near its tangled branches, but the little
girl couldn’t bring herself to return to the shore. She swam in circles
like an insect around a flame, while the shaft of daylight crept along the
bottom of the cove. The angle of the sun grew shallower, and soon the
mysterious mark had all but disappeared into the darkness. Desperate
for one last glimpse, Ivey dove under the water.
She pushed through the twisted limbs and swam toward the mysterious symbol. The sharp branches snatched at her bathing clothes and
dug into her skin. Before she could reach it, the light faded, and the
water grew frightfully dark.
Ivey tried to turn and make her way back to the surface, but the
limbs tightened around her. The harder she struggled to escape, the
more hopelessly she became entangled within the tree’s clutches. It felt
as if a lifetime had passed before her panic gave way to surrender.
She had no recollection of what followed.
Just before evening, Ivey’s shoes were discovered at the pond’s edge.
Her mother’s screams reached the estate’s gardens.
Ivey’s father sprinted down the path and plunged into the water. He instinctively made for the branches of the sunken tree and wrestled his child free.
Ivey’s mother collapsed when he carried the girl’s limp body from
the water and laid it on the mossy bank.
To their astonishment, Ivey opened her eyes and coughed up water.
Her parents wept with joy to discover their fourth daughter had survived unharmed.
Neither one suspected how long Ivey had been trapped below the
pond’s still surface.
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Years had passed since that incident, and Ivey was once again trapped
beneath the water. Her heart pounded, and her lungs begged to exhale,
but even a single bubble might give away her hiding place.
Suddenly, the ripples in the water changed.
The attack was coming from behind. She turned and pressed herself
against a sunken log as a dark form streaked toward her. It veered at the
last moment to avoid crashing against the solid wood at her back.
Ivey seized the moment to propel herself from the pond’s bottom to
the fractured light above. She broke the surface and gasped for air, her
head immediately followed by an enormous pair of jaws. She surged
backward to evade the nightmarish creature’s teeth, then dove forward
and gave the thing a heavy smack between its bulging eyes.
“Easy, Beast! You’ve gotten too big for this game. If you bite off my leg,
you’ll end up in a cage with all the other brutes at the Curiosity Exchange.”
The creature responded by drawing its head back into the water and
braying a sound of regret.
“Oh, you old pup.” Ivey scratched the thing’s rubbery head. “I know
you’d never hurt me.”
She could hardly believe how much the beast had grown since her
father had brought him back from an expedition into the wilderness of
Aether’s northern hemisphere.
The little beast had caused a stir when Arvel Thornton presented it
at the Cadenbury Institute of Sciences. No one, not even the experts,
had known how to classify the bizarre specimen.
Ivey ran her hand down the side of his scaly body. Even though he
had the long, fat tail of a reptile, his oddly shaped head, with its stubby
ears and rounded snout, looked more like that of a mammal.
At the time of his capture, her father had classified the creature
alongside a variety of large salamanders he called waterdogs. Some at
Cadenbury claimed the beast was a mutated walking fish, while others
proposed he was a descendent of the ancient creatures that had inspired
the legends of dragons. The only thing the review panel agreed on was
that the little devil should be kept under close observation in the Institute’s Curiosity Exchange.
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Ivey felt it was too cruel to lock the tiny beast away in a glass tank,
so the night before he was to be removed from the aquarium in her
father’s study, she’d slipped him out and released him into her sanctuary—Thornhall Pond.
Ivey suspected her father had purposely overlooked her role in the
disappearance, and since the beast had such a talent for hiding, she’d
mostly managed to keep his residence on the estate a secret.
The bond between girl and beast had grown quickly. Although Ivey
did not agree with the keeping of pets, this particular creature seemed
as happy to have her as she was to have him. As far as she was concerned, he was a better companion than any of the simpering lap dogs
her sisters paraded around in front of visitors to the estate.
Eagerly inciting their underwater duels, the creature was every bit as
rambunctious as Ivey was. Her mother would have been horrified at the
vicious battles that raged between the two, but Ivey never worried that
her companion would hurt her—at least not intentionally.
“What are you two doing?”
Ivey looked up. Her little sister Iris was standing at the bank of the
pond, wearing a worried frown.
“What does it look like we’re doing, silly?”
“Hiding.” Iris crossed her arms. “Mother sent me to find you. She
says it’s time.”
“Well, it can wait until I’m good and ready.”
Ivey gave the beast a pat and whispered, “Don’t worry, my friend. She’s
not getting away with this. One way or another . . . we’re staying together.”
Her reassurance prompted the waterdog to make his happy sound,
something of a cross between a foghorn and a rusted axle.
She clasped her hands across his gaping jaws. “Shhh! You’ll give
us away.”
With a soft grunt of apology, the beast sank back into the water’s
depths and vanished.
It was too late. Ivey heard her mother’s voice calling from Thornhall’s veranda.
“Ivey . . . Ivey Thornton! Are you down there?”
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The pond was at the bottom of a meandering path behind the manor. The water’s surface was mostly hidden from view by the surrounding timber and a tall stand of reeds, but Winora Thornton’s hearing
was exceptional.
“Remember, Iris, no matter what happens, not a word about Beast,”
Ivey whispered.
The child put a finger to her lips and nodded seriously.
A moment later, their mother rounded a bend in the path. Her
hands were on her hips, and her cheeks were flushed with annoyance.
“Have you taken leave of your senses, Ivey Thornton? Today of
all days?”
Winora’s tone was harsh. Ivey’s penchant for disappearing when her
presence was required had always been a source of contention between
the two. “What in Aether are you doing in that filthy pond?”
“Oh . . . I was . . . just singing.”
Iris stifled a giggle.
“That was hardly singing. You would have a lovely voice if you bothered to use it properly. I don’t know what you’re up to, but I want you
out of that water and in the house immediately. You barely have time
to get dressed for your engagement party, so hustle your bustle, miss.”
“Yes, Mother,” Ivey sighed as she and Iris followed their mother up
the flower-lined path. There was no escaping it now.
Her mother was a fiend when it came to schedules. Despite her soft
blue eyes, fair hair, and serene features, Winora was relentless in her
pursuit of domestic perfection. It seemed to Ivey that her mother’s only
purpose in life was to serve and adore her husband. She rarely argued
with Arvel, and they never let the sun go down on their anger.
According to Winora, when men gave orders and women accepted them gracefully, the balance of marital bliss was achieved. In Ivey’s
mind, her parents’ happiness had more to do with her father’s generous nature than her mother’s obsession for obedience. For a Cemarian
man, Arvel was quite happy to let his wife run the household, especially
while he was away for work or on one of his expeditions.
Having achieved such perfect balance in her own marriage, Winora
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was now compelled to turn her five daughters into dutiful wives in their
own right. For the most part, her efforts had succeeded. With the exception of one, the Thornton girls were well known in Cemaria’s capital
city of Prominence for possessing great charm and gracious manners.
Ivey didn’t care that she was angular and socially awkward. She believed
her curiosity about the world of natural science and her knowledge of its
workings made her perfectly suited to follow in her father’s footsteps.
Winora impatiently tapped her foot as Ivey made her way to the
veranda. “Hurry your pace, or you will not be presentable when the
Fenchurches arrive. How many times have I told you that first impressions do not get second chances?”
Ivey rolled her eyes. “Mother, they won’t be here for hours, and
frankly, I don’t care what some la-di-da Fenchurche thinks of me.”
Winora gasped. “I beg your pardon. This is the most important
day of your life, Ivey Thornton. If you cross me, there will be consequences. Your father expects you to make every effort to be ladylike
and compliant.”
It was aggravating to hear her mother put words into her father’s
mouth, but Ivey rarely challenged the woman on such matters. Today
she had little to lose.
“Oh, really?” Ivey jutted out her defiant chin. “We’ll see about that.
Where is Arvel?” She knew that her habit of using her father’s given
name greatly irritated her mother.
“Are you referring to your father?”
“I need to speak with him.”
A strange, concerned expression crossed her mother’s face. “He’s in
the lower garden.”
“Thank you.” Ivey grabbed her robe from the wrought iron railing
and covered the immodesty of her wet bathing clothes. She resented
the changes her body had undergone when she “blossomed into womanhood,” as her mother would say.
Thankfully, her frame was still too boyish and lean to be considered
desirable by Cemarian standards. Ivey intended to depend on her wits
and strength to survive in the world. To her, being handed over as a
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pretty gift to some strange man seemed like a fate worse than death.
“And, Ivey . . .” Winora said.
“Yes, Mother.”
“After your chat, you need to come directly inside. No dallying. Your
sisters have arrived to prepare you for the evening.”
“Oh, joy,” Ivey growled under her breath as she walked away.
Ivey considered her three older sisters to be little more than beautiful accessories on the arms of the self-satisfied men they’d married. She
wouldn’t mind that they willingly submitted to such a stifling lifestyle,
but it was hardly fair that they were now trying to force it on her by
claiming that Iris’ future was at stake as well.
Ivey glanced at the forest where she’d spent many nights roving with
the beast. Although they both enjoyed learning to track and capture
their small prey, Ivey graciously left the spoils to her companion. After
her mother announced the engagement plans, Ivey had briefly entertained the notion of disappearing into the woods until the whole affair
had blown over, but running away was not in her nature.
Her father had schooled her in many arts for defending oneself from
danger, and one thing they’d discovered over the years was that when
faced with a chance to fight or flee, Ivey would always stand and fight.
On this day, the battle would be against her dear father. He alone
held the key to the gilded cage that her mother called a suitable marriage. Ivey would have to convince him to set her free before things got
out of hand.
At the garden gate, Ivey paused to gather her courage.

•
Arvel Thornton spent a great deal of time in the estate’s lower garden, observing and cataloging the extensive collection of plants he’d
acquired on his many scientific expeditions. He was foremost among
the researchers in Cemaria’s academic community who discovered and
classified unknown species of flora and fauna.
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This type of work had been considered odd when Arvel was younger, but over the years, the demand for scientists able to collect, capture, and classify potentially dangerous new organisms from across the
world had increased, making him a valued member of the Cadenbury
Institute. Arvel and his colleagues were responsible for restoring Cadenbury’s old Curiosity Exchange from little more than an antiquated
museum to a modern facility with an ever-growing collection of worrisome living things.
Hearing soft footsteps on the path, Arvel turned, steeling himself as
Ivey approached.
“There you are,” he said lightly. “I was wanting to speak with you.”
It was no one’s fault but his own that this child was struggling to
find her purpose in life. From the moment of her birth, he’d cultivated
the differences he saw in Ivey. Although Winora firmly believed that
naming her daughters after flowers would make them desirable picks
for future suitors, Arvel had refused to let the poor little soul to go
through life stuck with a moniker like Daffodil. Primrose, Camelia,
and Lilac were all lovely names that shortened to Prim, Meli, and Lill
for convenience . . . but Daffodil? What would her friends call her?
Daffy? Dill? Arvel had insisted she be named Ivey after her delicate
fingers had intertwined with his when he first held her.
Now he offered his hand, and she clung to it as she had on that first
day of her life. Her expression was so worried and miserable that Arvel
struggled to conceal his emotions.
“Have a seat.” He gestured to the garden bench where they’d enjoyed
many long conversations about his hair-raising exploits and adventures.
As she settled herself, Arvel felt a sharp pang of regret for the choices
he’d made.
From the wide-set turquoise eyes, to the deep, plum-colored hair
framing her sharp features, Ivey was his child through and through. Her
slim frame concealed the strength and stamina of an athlete, and she
shared many of the inexplicable traits that had made Arvel a misfit as a
boy.
As she grew, Arvel tested her potential in everything from academics
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to combat, and the girl never failed to amaze him with her ability to
succeed and survive. He had done it knowing his wife would disapprove. Now it was his daughter who would pay the price.
Before he could speak, Ivey began her appeal.
“I have a plan, Arvel. Please hear me out before you respond.”
He sighed, and Ivey plunged in.
“First, we both know perfectly well that I have no business getting
married. I would make a miserable wife, and I promise you, any man
who treats me like his property will soon become even more miserable.
If I’m not allowed to make my own decisions, I will suffocate. I honestly believe that my destiny is to follow yours and explore the world.
So make the arrangements, and I’ll study at Cadenbury. You taught me
about science and nature—and I’m not ashamed to say that I’m intelligent. Plus, I have your constitution and more endurance than twenty
boys my age. You said so yourself, and you always tell the truth. With
your help, I believe the board of trustees would make an exception for me.
I’ll pass every test and make you proud, Father. I promise.”
Arvel looked away. He reached into the pocket of his jacket and
withdrew a letter.
“Everything you said is true, darling, except you couldn’t make me
any prouder than I already am. I knew this day was coming, so I made
an inquiry to the Institute on your behalf.” Arvel gently placed the letter in Ivey’s hands. “We have an answer, and it will not change.”
Ivey’s face fell as she read the terse reply to the request.
The Cadenbury Institute of Sciences is not in the practice of educating
women. There will be no exceptions.
Never one to accept defeat, Ivey had come armed with a better plan,
ready to present it to her father.
“Very well. Let me work for you directly. I can classify plants and
animals and track anything that leaves a trail. I have your instincts, and
I can take care of myself. You know I’m not afraid to fight anything that
poses a risk. After all, you are the one who taught me.”
Arvel’s face grew serious. “That was my selfish mistake, Ivey. I enabled you, encouraged you to act like a son. It was self-indulgent and
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unnatural, and if I could take it back, by my heart, I would. I regret the
pain it’s causing you now, more than I could ever say.”
Ivey took in a short breath. “But it’s all I’ve ever wanted. Please—”
“My world is no place for a young lady. I cannot allow you to choose
a path that leads to disaster. Someday you’ll understand why I have to
say no.”
She shook her head in disbelief. “No?”
“That is my final answer. You must accept it.”
His harsh tone brought tears to her eyes. Arvel gathered her into
his arms.
“Why do I have to be so unnatural?” she sobbed against his shoulder.
Patting her on the back, Arvel whispered softly, “Because I’m the
king of all things peculiar. You come by it naturally.”
His odd combination of humor and bluntness usually disarmed his
daughter’s anxieties, and this time was no exception.
She snickered against his chest and looked up with a glimmer of hope.
“Father, you can’t let Mother send me away. Who but me would
laugh at your silly jokes?”
He gently brushed a clump of wet hair away from her cheek. “There
is something else you need to know, Ivey. I was the one who arranged
this marriage.”
His revelation left Ivey speechless, and Arvel pressed on. “I want you
to experience the kind of love I found with your mother. You think
you’d be happy doing my work, but darling, I won’t be here forever.
Someday, you’d wake up and find yourself alone in the world, and that
is worse than anything you might imagine. Trust me. Maddox Fenchurche was my dearest friend until the day he died. I think his son has
many of the same qualities that made Maddox so likable. His estate is
beyond belief, and you will be safe there, Ivey. You might even be happy
if you give it a chance. That’s all I’m asking of you.”
Ivey’s expression went from confusion to curiosity, finally settling
on defiance.
“Nowhere is safer than here—with you.”
“Won’t you even try? For me?”
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Ivey thought for a moment. “Explain what you mean by giving it
a chance.”
Arvel spoke carefully. “The wedding will not take place immediately. Take some months to visit the estate and make the acquaintance of
Miles before you set that pertinacious mind of yours. Then, if you are
certain that life at Ferndale is unbearable, I will bring you home.”
Ivey jumped to her feet and clapped her hands with joy. “Oh, Arvel!
Thank you, thank you, thank you! I knew you wouldn’t desert me.”
Arvel held up his hand. “Not so fast. First, you must promise to keep
our conversation private. And you must make me believe that you will
give Miles a chance.”
Ivey solemnly held out her hand, and Arvel took it.
“I give you my word, and like my father, I always tell the truth. Even
if others don’t care to hear it,” she added with a touch of bravado as she
shook on the deal.
“Especially if others don’t care to hear it,” Arvel responded with resignation. “So, we have a suitable arrangement. Now, would you be so
kind as to let your sisters prepare you to meet your betrothed?”
Ivey’s nose wrinkled. “Honestly, Arvel, do you have to use that ridiculous word?”
“No.” He gave her a sly smile. “I think fiancé has a much better ring.
And just this once, can you try to be cooperative for your mother’s sake?”
Ivey gave her father a delicate curtsey. “It would be my pleasure, sir.”
Before leaving, she threw a little challenge over her shoulder.
“I know how you capture those wild creatures you bring home. You
make the cage look inviting, comfortable, and then you sit back and
wait . . . and in the end, they trap themselves. I’m sorry, Father. I may be
a little too clever to fall for that kind of trick.” With that, she skipped up
the path, reminding Arvel that, in many ways, she was still his little girl.
Once she was out of sight, he quietly confessed, “I’m sorry too, Ivey.”
He looked around for the piece of paper on which he had forged
the rejection letter, but it seemed to have vanished. Arvel searched
the surrounding grounds and flower beds, but unable to find it, he left
empty-handed.
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Behind him, Ivey’s beast, with the letter crumpled in his mouth,
crept out of the flowers to bury his stolen prize in the woods. The creature’s hide changed into an inky silhouette that hushed into the shade
while Ivey’s father strode up the path toward the manor.
These were troubling times, and now that Arvel’s plan had been set
into motion, other serious work required his attention.

•

Chapter Two

The Fenchurche Misfortune

M

innette Fenchurche sat in the parlor of the Imperial Hotel’s
finest suite. In her hand, she clutched a letter that proved
her son was looking to escape his responsibilities once again.
The door opened, and Miles entered with a folded newspaper under
his arm. He laid it on a side table. “If you’re feeling better, I’ll have them
send up a breakfast tray. Doctor Brendel says you should eat before taking your medicine.”
“Your concern is touching.”
He looked into her eyes. “Is something wrong?”
“Why don’t you tell me? I had your black tailcoat cleaned for the
engagement party. They found this in the pocket.” She held out the
letter. “Would you care to explain?”
Miles’ face flushed. He ran a hand through his hair and looked
around the room.
“Well, I’m waiting.”
“What do you want me to say, Mother?”
“Explain why a young man who’s about to marry and settle down
needs confirmation for a journey to the other side of the globe, to a
place so savage that traveling there is unwise at best and life threatening
at worst.”
“Such visits can result in trade negotiations and sharing of information.”
Minnette nearly laughed. “Are you trying to paint this as a business excursion?”
“No.” Miles’ expression hardened. “Mr. Belden is experienced in traversing the Empire of Hailen. He’s been leading these tours for years
without incident, and I’ve always wanted to see that part of the world
for myself. I’m curious about the way they live.”
“And die?” Minnette rose from her chair. “We have no trade negotiations with the Empire of Hailen because the people are barbaric,
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and their technology is crude. Hailen has nothing to offer Fenchurche
Industries.”
“Mother, I was speaking about myself. For once, I’d like to go to a
place where my name means nothing. I don’t need a host of tutors and
managers planning and protecting my every move. I want to live like a
person, not the figurehead of a corporation.”
“When your father died, you became Fenchurche Industries, Miles.
It all rests on you. Will you ever understand that? This company was
built with your great-grandfather’s sweat and blood. When your grandfather took over, he made it the biggest enterprise in Cemaria. Your
father’s inventions changed the world. And now it’s your turn. What
will your contribution be? You can’t leave a mark if you never take aim.
Stop dreaming about being a man, Miles, and start acting like one.”
Miles slammed his fist against the tabletop.
“How can I do that, when every minute of my life you’ve treated
me like a frail child?” He walked over and snatched the letter from her
hand, ripping it in half.
“Miles, mind your behavior.”
“No. Not this time, Mother. I have no desire to marry, and if I ever
do, I will damn well choose the woman for myself.”
Miles turned and went to the door.
“Where do you think you’re going?”
“To Hailen,” he called over his shoulder as he stormed out.
Minnette shouted after him. “Do that, and it will be the death of
me—and the Fenchurche legacy.”
The door slammed shut.
Minnette took a faltering step forward.
“Miles?”

•
The governing district of Prominence was an excellent place to take a
calming walk. Miles strolled aimlessly below the heavy marble facades
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that lined the lazy bends of the Naiadan River until he came upon a
stone bench at the water’s edge. There he sat for a long time, thinking
about his future.
His plans had never included marriage. Aside from money, Miles
had nothing of significance to offer a wife. He could only imagine what
the Thornton girl had been promised.
He wasn’t a dashing figure. His skin had a pallor that came from the
many hours spent in dimly lit libraries and laboratories, and his shoulders sloped from hunching over his work. The bevy of young socialites
that fluttered around his family estate often complimented his looks,
but he knew their eyes were dazzled by his wealth.
If given a voice in the matter, Miles would choose a solitary life,
one in which he could pursue ventures that enriched the mind, not
the family coffers. After so many years of isolation, he saw no point in
trying to force an emotional bond with a strange woman. Even if he
did, such a relationship would bring endless opportunities for conflict
with his mother.
In his whole life, he’d only known one individual whom he might
consider a friend, but out of fear of Minnette’s retaliation, neither of
them dared acknowledge the fact.
As the sunlight cooled, Miles wadded up what was left of his confirmation letter and threw it into the river. He rose to his feet and
started back.
His mother had not been well for some time, and her perpetual
stress was taking a toll on her heart. Whether Miles liked it or not,
Minnette was all he had, and without her guidance, he could destroy
the family’s legacy.

•
Minnette had nearly worn a path across the hand-knotted rug in the
suite’s parlor. Her assistant had been out half the day looking for her
son. It wasn’t unusual for Miles to retreat in the face of conflict, but
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as the afternoon dragged on, she worried that this time he might not
return. The hour of the engagement party at Thornhall was drawing
near, and if Miles refused to play his part, Minnette stood to lose much
more than her dignity.
She pressed the heel of her hand against her forehead, trying to erase
the jagged thoughts that tormented her existence.
Her late husband’s empire rested on the shoulders of a callow heir
and sickly widow. If the Fenchurche name came to an ignoble end, the
blame would be hers alone.
From the time of her youth, Minnette had been groomed toward
an arranged marriage designed to bind her father’s shipping company to Fenchurche Industries. She and Maddox had barely returned
from their long honeymoon when Alistair Fenchurche succumbed
to an illness, leaving the family’s fortune in her new husband’s hands.
Maddox accepted the responsibility willingly, but because he was an
only child, it was Minnette’s duty to replenish the family estate with
many hardy heirs.
Though she was petite, Minnette held a fierce desire to excel in
her role as mistress of Ferndale Manor. As a girl, she’d learned to use
her dark beauty and cunning intelligence to impress those who mattered and command respect from those who didn’t. The one thing
she hadn’t been prepared for was Maddox’s simple desire for her to be
happy and carefree.
Minnette stopped pacing as the bittersweet memories of those early
days washed over her. Maddox had been blessed with fair hair, fine features, and sea-green eyes that were impossible to resist. It hadn’t taken
long for her to give in to his unorthodox way of thinking. When he
invited her to accompany him to the workshop and try her hand at
engineering, she had resisted, but Maddox believed they were destined
to work side by side. Under his gentle tutelage, Minnette discovered
that she was a natural architect, and soon her ideas were as practical as
they were beautiful.
They settled into a cheery routine at Ferndale and awaited the arrival of their first child. Tragically, complications during the birth
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nearly ended Minnette’s life—and her son’s. There wasn’t a healer in all
of Aether who could help Minnette escape the heart-wrenching outcome: her first baby would also be her last. All hopes of a large family
were shattered, and it was more than Minnette’s pride could bear.
Her guilt quickly evolved into bitter resentment. Ashamed of the
scars on her body and driven by the scars in her heart, she’d started to
lock her bedroom door at night. She began to lash out at her servants
for any infraction of her ever-multiplying rules.
As the years passed, Maddox gave up on their marriage and turned his
attention to Miles. When he tried to take the boy out to see the world,
Minnette responded by locking Miles away in his nursery. She knew it
was unreasonable, but she couldn’t escape a dark foreboding that her
son would suffer the curse of an untimely death, as had so many young
Fenchurche heirs before him. That sense of dread bordered on madness
after her husband had been killed in a horrible mining accident.
A sob escaped Minnette’s throat. Her hand flew across her mouth to
stifle the sound of her relentless pain.
“Ma’am? Did you need something?”
A stout woman peeked out from behind one of the suite’s bedroom doors.
“Yes, Lucey Sue,” Minnette replied hoarsely. “I’m going out. Prepare
my son’s black tailcoat and trousers. If Dolan returns with him, do not
let either of them leave this suite before my return. Is that clear?”
“Yes, ma’am.” The maid curtsied. “I’m sure all will be set right soon.”
“We will accept nothing less.” Minnette gathered her skirt and swept
out of the room.

•
Inside the lobby, Miles hesitated. The thought of meeting Ivey Thornton on the eve of their betrothal was nothing short of terrifying. A
drinking man might have made a straight line to the lounge, but Miles
had never been able to find courage in a bottle.
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He walked toward the music parlor. The musicians had not arrived
for the evening, so he took a seat at the grand piano and began to play.
Starting with a simple warm-up etude required by his music tutors, he
soon lost himself in an odd tune that had haunted him since it first
entered his mind. The theme was dreamy and sad with undercurrents
of danger. He’d come to sense a promise of adventure in its climbing
melody and faulty harmonic intervals. Each time he played it, he imagined the same setting.
Hailen.

•
Minnette pulled a lever to call the hotel’s elevator. Compressed gas
churned in and out of a series of cylinders and valves, sending a colorful stained-glass car floating up the narrow shaft. The elevator’s glazed
doors quietly slid open. The metal casing surrounding the passenger
compartment bore a distinctive filigree in floral patterns.
She swallowed hard. This design had been one of her final collaborations with Maddox.
After stepping inside, she carefully arranged her long skirt around
her. The doors closed and the car glided down the shaft, pausing for
the guests who came and went. One or two greeted her, but Minnette’s
mind was on her son.
It was too late in the day for an appointment at Cadenbury. She
wondered if he’d gone to oversee the Zephyr Project at Honeycutt Mechanical. More than likely, her son could be found moping about in
some library or museum.
Miles’ suppressed emotions used to make managing his affairs easier,
but now his woeful lack of spirit could thwart Minnette’s determination to restock the family’s bloodline. He had no interest in finding a
proper wife, especially not among the pedigreed young ladies Minnette
had proffered.
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Minnette disembarked on the ground floor and walked without any
particular destination until she heard a familiar tune echoing through
the bustling lobby. She clutched her chest and followed the sound.

•
Miles didn’t have to look up from the piano to recognize the staccato
clicking of his mother’s boot heels crossing the parquet floor.
“Why do you insist on playing that pathetic music?” Her voice cut
through his melody like a knife.
Without missing a note, Miles answered, “It suits the occasion,
don’t you think?”
She laid a hand on his shoulder. “Let’s see how far you can test my
patience today, Miles.”
Miles stopped playing. “That was not my intention, Mother.” He set
his hand atop hers.
Minnette sighed. “You’re agreeable with the arrangements then?”
As a young boy, Miles had learned that his mother’s sanity hung on
his responses to her demands. When he was old enough, he’d escaped
this torturous relationship by convincing his tutors to send him away
to study everything from music to medicine to metallurgy. But no matter how far he roamed, he was doomed to return to Minnette.
“If it is what you wish, Mother,” he replied flatly.
“Tell me, Miles, what do you wish? I make no more efforts to guess.”
“Honestly, it doesn’t matter. I am Fenchurche Industries.” Seeing his
mother’s struggle to retain her composure, Miles rose from the piano
and offered his arm.
“You look tired. Let me take you back to the room so you can rest.
Primrose is planning an elaborate dinner, and she’s promised an evening we shall not soon forget.”

•

Chapter Three

First Impressions

P

rim, are you are trying to kill me?” Ivey whined as her sister
jabbed a hairpin into the back of her scalp.
“Please sit still,” Prim replied through tightly clenched teeth.
Primrose was the eldest Thornton sister, and behind her angelic expression lurked a temperament every bit as stubborn as Ivey’s. In spite of
the fact that she was growing heavy with child, Ivey knew that Prim would
single-handedly drag her through the evening’s formalities if need be.
“If you hadn’t run around with wet hair flying to and fro, this
wouldn’t be so difficult. Another minute and we’ll be ready for your
gown,” Prim said. “Wait until you see it, Ivey . . . it is a dream come true.”
“Who dreams of such things?” Ivey muttered.
“Oh, dear,” Prim doubled over, clutching at her side
“Is something wrong?” Ivey jumped up and turned to her sister.
Prim’s eyes were shining. “Not at all. I’ve never had a baby kick this
hard. I just know we’re finally getting a boy.”
Ivey seized the opportunity. “Oh, you poor thing. Why don’t you lie
down, and let me finish this myself ?”
Prim’s eyes narrowed. “Ha. Don’t even think about it, Ivey Thornton.
I’m not resting a finger until you are properly engaged. And if everything goes well, it won’t be long before you finally accept your true purpose in life.” She patted her rounded belly and gave Ivey a crooked smile.
Ivey shuddered at the thought. This would be her sister’s fourth
child in six years of marriage. If things continued at this rate, Prim and
her husband would spawn a veritable army of squalling brats.
There wasn’t a mothering bone in Ivey’s body. When her little nieces and
nephews came to visit, she avoided their sticky hands and drooling mouths.
She’d much rather wrestle with the beast than with her sisters’ little monsters.
As if reading her mind, Prim teased. “Trust me, there are things about
marriage you’ll learn to enjoy, Ivey. How many children do you want?”
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Ivey’s earnest attempt to be patient was beginning to slip.
“If anyone cared about what I want, I wouldn’t be forced to take part
in this ridiculous engagement.”
Prim threw down the hairbrush in exasperation. “Ivey Thornton,
you are the most selfish person I have ever known. Have some consideration for your sister. If you become a spinster, what will happen to
poor little Iris?”
Ivey stamped her foot. “I’d be doing poor little Iris a big favor. There’s
more to life than marriage, Prim.”
The notion that her younger sister couldn’t marry unless she did was
absurd. Since the older girls left home, Iris had begun developing her
own independent spirit. She’d met the beast one day when he’d come
leaping out of the water, pretending to attack. The poor little girl had
nearly fainted, but after Ivey explained that the formidable monster
was nothing more than an overgrown puppy who needed protecting,
Iris had taken quite a liking to him and had sworn to keep him a secret.
At least Ivey had the comfort of knowing that her sister would look
after the beast while she was away.
Prim rattled on while Ivey did her best to ignore her.
“It’s bad enough that you roam around dressed in men’s clothes like
some kind of wild savage, but now you mean to ruin Iris’ reputation,
too. People talk, Ivey. You don’t know how many times I’ve had to
make excuses for your behavior. If it were not for me, I sincerely doubt
Minnette Fenchurche would have thought twice about letting her son
marry someone like you.”
Ivey’s cheeks flushed. “Someone like me? I guess it’s a shame she
can’t have you for a daughter-in-law then, isn’t it? Is it possible that
you’ve finally grown tired of your husband’s bloviating?”
Prim’s face flushed in return. “Do not be insulting, Ivey. I. Absolutely. Adore. My. Husband.” She emphasized each word with a tug, and
Ivey grimaced as her sister wrenched her hair into an ornate arrangement of pins, curls, and braids.
“And since you brought it up, my husband is involved in a critical project with Fenchurche Industries, so I have every right to be
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concerned about our social standing with the family. Stanley suggested
that I put my best foot forward to assure Minnette Fenchurche that
bringing a Thornton girl into her family would be a sound investment.
Now she expects you to meet the standards I have set. Disappoint her,
and Honeycutt Mechanical might suffer the consequences.”
Ivey had precious little regard for Stanley Honeycutt or his consequences. Some years older than her sister, he was paunchy and balding.
Ivey was annoyed by his obnoxious habit of patting his wife’s waist to
ensure that everyone knew that she was his property. In Ivey’s opinion, wealth and connections were no compensation for his lack of substance, but Prim doted on every word that fell from his porcine lips.
“Don’t you have any idea how ridiculous your life is?” Ivey asked.
“You may not care about Stanley, but Minnette Fenchurche is a board
member at the Cadenbury Institute of Sciences. She could make things
difficult for Father as well.” Prim crossed her arms with a self-satisfied
smirk. “Do you really want to drag his good name through the dirt?”
Using Arvel as a weapon against her was the last straw. Ivey’s eyes
glittered, and hot blood raced through her veins. Her skin prickled as if
lightning were about to strike.
Prim took a step backward.
In times like these, Ivey feared that deep inside, she was every bit
as dangerous as the beast. She took several long, deep breaths to calm
herself, and the urge to strike slowly ebbed, leaving the two women in
an uncomfortable silence. The tension was broken when the door to
Ivey’s room flew open, and the remaining Thornton sisters hurried in
with the gown.
Lill carried the dress on an elaborate hanger while Meli and Iris kept
its long train from dragging across the floor. Ivey could tell that the
gown’s iridescent fabric was a shade of turquoise meant to match her
eyes. A laced corset with pearls and crystals accented a daring neckline
and slim waist. The sleeves were full at the top, and they tapered to narrow, buttoned cuffs at the wrists. Lace overlays and heavy glass beading
covered the train.
Ivey marveled at how quickly Prim recovered her ladylike mask
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of composure. “Isn’t this delightful?” she sighed. “It came all the way
from Spirehaven and was fashioned by the most sensational designer
in Cemaria.”
“A Fitzroy?” Meli asked.
While Meli and Lill responded with “oohs” and “ahs,” Iris gave Ivey
a wry shrug.
“Indeed,” Prim said. “He only dresses the best, but Minnette Fenchurche
asked him to make room in his schedule for our Ivey.”
Ivey mocked her older sister’s declaration with a sugary tone. “Oh,
Prim, it is a dream. Why . . . it’s so beautiful, I think I might swoon. Do
catch me, Iris, or I will surely fall and bruise my delicate bottom.”
Iris snickered, but Prim took her taunt and returned it with a vengeance. “Oh, Ivey, I knew you would adore this dress. I gave the designer one of your old dresses so he could fit your size, and he suggested that
we add extra padding to the bosom and hips to make a good impression
on your future husband. Hopefully, Miles won’t be too disappointed
on your wedding night.”
“I don’t give a precious damn what he—” Before Ivey could finish
the string of curses coiled on her tongue, the older girls pulled the gown
over her head. “Hey—watch it—easy—” Her complaints were stifled
by a mouthful of crinoline.
After Meli and Lill forced her arms into the sleeves, Prim laced up
the back of the corset.
Ivey tugged at the front neckline, trying to cover herself.
Meli playfully slapped her hand away. “Oh, Ivey, don’t be so shy. This
dress really gives you a figure.”
“And it’s high time you put some feminine assets on display,” Prim
goaded her.
“That hardly seems ladylike,” Ivey retorted.
“Hush.” Prim grabbed the laces and cinched the corset so tightly
that Ivey groaned in pain. “Give me a hand with this bodice, Lill. The
laces at the bottom aren’t meeting properly.”
They struggled and tugged so hard that Ivey had to grab Iris to keep
from being pulled over backward.
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“Good heavens, this is complicated,” Prim complained.
“Are you sure that’s the way it’s meant to be laced?” Lill asked.
The buttoned cuffs were already digging into Ivey’s wrists, and now
her torso was so constricted that she could hardly speak. “Prim—too
tight—can’t breathe,” she gasped.
“Really? Then don’t waste your breath complaining,” Prim replied
flippantly. “Oh, it is perfection,” she purred as she finished securing the
laces. She turned Ivey around so she could admire her reflection in the
full-length mirror by her vanity. “What do you say?”
Ivey barely recognized herself. “Grotesque,” she wheezed.
“It is not,” said Meli.
Iris giggled. “I think you look silly.”
“Pay her no mind, Ivey. You’ve finally found your hourglass,”
Meli said.
“Remember when we looked like that, Prim?” Lill, who’d recently
welcomed her second baby boy, laughed. “It will be some time before
my corsets regain that degree of perfection.”
In the mirror, Ivey saw her mother enter the room. Winora’s hands
flew to her cheeks.
“I would not have believed this possible. The gangly cygnet has become a swan.” Winora rushed over and gave her daughter a robust hug.
Ivey yipped as a sharp pain tore through her side, but her mother didn’t
seem to notice.
“The Fenchurche carriage is coming up the drive, so everyone take
her place. Prim, you and I will make the introductions. Meli, I want you
to serve the refreshments. Lill and Iris can provide musical entertainment to set the stage for bride’s grand entrance.” Winora turned to Ivey.
“Remember, dear, you only get one chance to make a first impression
on your groom. Please make it memorable.”
As Winora hustled everyone out of the room, Prim lingered to give
Ivey a last instruction: “Wait here ’til I come for you.”
“Please . . . get this off me,” Ivey’s voice rasped. The constriction of
the corset seemed to be worsening with every breath.
Prim reached into a small pocket hidden in the seam of her gown
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and withdrew the key to Ivey’s bedroom door. She held it up before
whisking out of the room and pulling the door shut behind her. As
the lock clicked, Prim called through the door, “Mother put me in
charge of you for a good reason, sister dear. I will be back when the
timing is perfect, and if you muss your hair or wrinkle that dress, you
will be sorry.”
Ivey felt the walls closing in on her. “Prim,” she gasped, “it’s my life.
Don’t—”
“Ivey!” Prim shouted through the locked door. “When will you
learn? Life is not about getting your way. We all say and do whatever
it takes to survive. And by the way, you might like to know that your
intended is just as miserable about this marriage as you are. I heard he
ran away from the Imperial Hotel earlier today. Luckily for you, Miles
Fenchurche can always be counted on to do whatever it takes to satisfy
that abominable mother of his. Now grow up and act like a lady or so
help me…” Her voice trailed off as she walked away.
Ivey kicked the door and rattled the knob. “Prim? Come back!”
As soon as the words left her lips, the corset tightened like a snake
around her ribcage. She leaned her forehead against the door and
considered her options. There was another way out of her room, but
it would be risky.

•
Miles saw his mother’s nose wrinkle as she took stock of Thornhall’s
decor. He knew what she was thinking, and as usual, he disagreed. The
furnishings were simple and elegant, nothing like the outlandish ornamentation at Ferndale. Instead of sprawling wings, the Thornton’s
manor house had a long series of parlors, drawing rooms, and dining
areas bisected by a large foyer with a winding marble staircase to the
second floor.
Winora Thornton was gracious, and her golden-haired daughters
were more than socially acceptable. When Primrose boasted about the
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nursery upstairs overflowing with their collective little ones, he saw the
first glimmer of approval on his mother’s face.
While the ladies engaged in parlor talk, Miles hung back, carefully
avoiding eye contact. Women like Prim and their idea of polite conversation left him dazed. In situations like these, he’d found the best thing
to do was to blend in with the furniture and wait the evening out.
When Prim’s husband, Stanley Honeycutt, entered the room, Miles
knew that would not be possible.
In their few business dealings, Stanley had come across as overbearing, always on the verge of the next great discovery. The one nice thing
about having a conversation with Stanley was that it could be completely one sided, and the man either didn’t notice or didn’t care.
Miles was relieved to catch sight of a little girl waving him over as she
entered the drawing room. He assumed she was the youngest Thornton
daughter, as she had Winora’s fair hair and icy blue eyes. Something in
this girl’s smile was different, though—it seemed to radiate from within, unlike Prim’s, which was meticulously posed as if she were continually sitting for a portrait. He went to the child immediately.
“Hello, Miles,” she said. “I’m Iris. Oh bother, I was supposed to call
you Mr. Fenchurche.”
He found her youthful candor refreshing. “How about this? You
can call me Miles if I may call you Iris,” Miles spoke softly.
“Please do.” Iris stared into his eyes with an odd expression. It appeared she’d lost her train of thought.
Miles finally spoke, “Was there something—?”
Iris blushed. “Oh, yes . . . I, uh . . . forgot. My father asked me to show
you to his study.” Iris leaned forward and spoke with great seriousness.
“He wants to have the talk.”
“Oh, I see.” He bent toward her. “Sounds serious.”
Miles had temporarily forgotten the reason for his visit. His stomach lurched at the prospect of having “the talk” with the father of a girl
he was being forced to wed.
He’d met Arvel Thornton on a few occasions, and thankfully, there
was something reassuring about the man. Miles didn’t hold many
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memories of his own father, but somehow, he’d imagined that Maddox
and Arvel would have had much in common.
Miles had a small amount of hope that Arvel’s fourth daughter would
be more like Iris than like Prim. He took a deep breath and offered her
an arm. “I guess I’m as ready as I will ever be. Please, lead the way.”
As they left the drawing room, Iris said, “At least you’re ready. Prim had
to lock Ivey in her room to keep her from running away.”
Miles stopped walking. The poor girl was being dragged to the altar
as well. “Really?” He tried to sound casual. “How interesting.”
“Well, that’s what Prim said, but she was just being mean,” Iris stammered. “Oh, bother . . . Prim isn’t mean, she just thinks Ivey will ruin
the night.”
There was much more going on in this household than Miles had
anticipated.
They arrived at the study door, where Iris took one last stab at explaining the situation.
“Ivey has to be the bravest girl in the whole world. My sister never
runs away from anything. So, maybe you could just pretend you didn’t
hear what I said. All right?”
The worried look in the girl’s eyes touched Miles. He took her hand
and gave her a slight bow. “Iris, it just so happens that I’m an expert at
that.”
She giggled in relief and gestured for him to enter the study. “Good.
I like you. Maybe Ivey will too.”
Miles almost smiled. “I certainly hope so.”
As he stepped into the room, he felt a strange sensation, as if a small
portion of the weight he’d been carrying had lifted.
“Mr. Thornton, you wished to speak with me?” Miles tried to sound
confident as he entered the room and approached the handsome desk
where the man of the house sat jotting notes into a leather-bound book
in front of him. When Arvel looked up, his expression of concern
turned into disbelief.
“Was there a misunderstanding?” Miles asked, uncomfortable in
the piercing gaze.
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Arvel sighed and snapped the book shut. “My apologies. For a moment, you looked like someone else.”
Miles had heard this many times before. He offered a slight smile as
he extended his hand. “Did you know him well, sir?”
Arvel nodded as he rose to take it. “Your father was my one true
friend. I look forward to getting to know his son now. I haven’t seen
you in years, Miles. You have really grown up.”
Miles stepped back, glancing at his feet. He feared it wouldn’t take
long for Arvel Thornton to discover that the son could not measure up
to the father.
“Please have a seat and let’s talk about the arrangements,” Arvel said.
“I’m going to ask you to swear an oath, and there are things you need
to know about my daughter and her secrets, but first I’d like to discuss
the real reason you’re here.”
Miles sat straight, his heart beating faster. This was not at all what
he’d expected.
“You see, I need your help,” Arvel said.
Miles leaned forward. “Go on.”
“I understand you met Stanley Honeycutt and Nicolai Slate while
working on the Zephyr Project at the Fenchurche plant in Spirehaven.”
“Yes, but I spent most of my time with the Fenchurche fabrication team.”
“Well, there’s an offshoot of the project in the works at Honeycutt Mechanical in Prominence. Have you heard anything about
the Boreas?”
Miles shook his head. “No.”
“It’s highly confidential,” Arvel explained. “Stanley has been appealing to your mother for the funding needed to accelerate this
project, but it seems that her business manager wants to wait and see
how your Zephyrs sell before taking the next step. I have to convince
her otherwise.”
“Oh. Changing my mother’s mind is no easy task.”
“I know, and I wouldn’t involve you in this, but it’s a matter of life
and death. The success of this project could help me on a dangerous
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venture that I’ve been asked to undertake.”
“What kind of venture is that?”
“I’m not at liberty to say more, but the request came from the Chief
Archon’s office.”
Miles found himself holding his breath.
“While I’m away on this mission, I need you to protect my daughter. And Miles,” Arvel paused, “there is a possibility that I might
never return.”
Arvel folded his hands and stared directly into Miles’ eyes.
“So, is there anything a man could do to help get the funding needed to start the work at Fenchurche Industries?”
Quite unexpectedly, Miles found himself saying, “Yes. I will personally take charge of this project, Mr. Thornton.”
“And your mother will agree to that?”
“There’s no need to involve her. I think it’s time I made my mark.
After all,” he set his jaw, “I am Fenchurche Industries.”

•
Since her younger years, Ivey had been adept at escaping from her bedroom to shorten punishments or join the beast for moonlit adventures.
Her window overlooked the veranda’s roof, and from there, she could
leap onto the branch of a nearby tree and climb down the ropes of a
swing hanging from its limb.
There was no time to lose. With every breath, her corset was becoming tighter, and the lack of air was making her dizzy. She made her
way to the window, the train of the dress dragging behind her like a
beaded anchor.
She raised the window, sat on the sill, and gathered the flowing skirt
into a thick bunch. She crawled out and held the fabric tightly as she
picked her way across the stone tiles. When she neared the edge, she
gathered herself and took a running leap, releasing the fabric to grab a
tree branch as she landed on the limb.
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Not bad, considering this poor excuse for clothing.
As if responding to her unspoken insult, the train of the dress went
taut. A section of the hem had wedged between the tiles at the edge of
the roof, tethering Ivey to the house. She tried to pull it free, but the
train wouldn’t budge.
The corset’s deathly grip had her head swimming. Ivey jerked as hard
as her failing strength would allow, trying to tear the fabric. Unfortunately, this was a finely made garment designed to withstand the perilous environs of civilized society.

•
In Arvel’s study, the conversation had turned to his daughter’s unique
personality when Miles noticed something odd through the window
facing the back garden. For a moment, it looked as if a peacock were
perched high on a limb in one of the trees. Miles blinked and looked
again, realizing that it was a girl in a blue gown.
“Forgive me, Mr. Thornton,” he interrupted. “There’s a lady in your
tree.”
Arvel turned to look where Miles was pointing. “My word, that’s
Ivey. What is she—?”
They both came to their feet and watched as Ivey gave the dress a
fierce yank. A tile broke away from the roof, releasing the train. The
weight of the beaded fabric pulled Ivey so far backward that the branch
she was holding snapped.
She pitched headlong out of sight.
“Miles. Have my wife send for the doctor.” Arvel raced from the
room and disappeared down the hallway.
Miles ran back toward the parlor. The first person he met was
Iris. He did his best to explain the situation without frightening the
little girl.
“Will Ivey be all right?” Iris’ lower lip quivered.
Miles took her by the shoulders and looked into her frightened eyes.
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“I’ve studied medicine. I can take care of her until the doctor arrives.
Now go tell your mother. And hurry.”
Iris dashed off, and Miles fled back down the hallway until he came
to the open door that led to the rear of the property. He sprinted
around the corner of the house and stopped short, his mouth agape.
In front of him, a terrifying monster with blood-red eyes and sizable
talons was holding Arvel at bay while his daughter lay facedown in a
low wooden trough filled with mud.
The thing snarled and gnashed its long teeth at Miles.
“Hey you!” Miles waved his arms, hoping to distract it while Arvel
crept forward.
The beast sensed Arvel’s movements, and a ridge of sharp spikes rose
along its long, sinewy spine. The creature hissed and slowly flicked its
tail as it turned and advanced.
“What should I do?” Miles could barely speak.
“Stay still. I think it’s protecting her.” Arvel’s voice was soft and low.
“I’ll get my gun.”
Arvel backed away until it was safe for him to turn and run.
Meanwhile, the girl was sinking into the muck inside the trough. If
left unattended, she would asphyxiate.
Miles held his hands out and crept closer.
“It’s all right . . . easy . . . that’s a good . . . thing.” He thought it was
working, until the thing sprang forward, knocking him onto his back.
Its sharp claws pinned his shoulders down while the monster sniffed at
his face. Miles held his breath.
Apparently it didn’t care for his scent. The creature threw back its
head and roared.
“No!”
The youngest Thornton had appeared on the veranda. “Bad, Beast!
Don’t hurt him,” she screamed.
“Iris! Stay away!” Miles warned, but the girl ran right up to the monster and gave it a shove.
“Get off.”
Like a guilty dog, the beast hung its head and stepped back.
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“She needs him. You go hide. Now,” Iris commanded.
It whimpered, then turned and vanished into the trees while Miles
scrambled to his feet and ran to the trough. He’d been taught never
to move victims of serious accidents, but the girl would smother if he
didn’t get her out. He rolled her over and scooped her out of the sticky
mess, then laid her on the grass.
“Miss Thornton?” Miles frantically scraped the tarry substance away
from her nose, and wiped it on the side of his jacket. “Iris, help me clean
off her face so she can breathe.”
Iris grabbed the hem of her skirt and furiously scrubbed her sister’s face.
As Ivey’s pale skin and sharp features emerged, Miles experienced a
fleeting sense of recognition. She reminded him of an old doll the gardeners had dug up when he was a boy. He’d rescued it from the dustbin
and painstakingly restored the figurine, intrigued by the untold story
of a little girl’s toy that had been lost in the soil behind Ferndale.
Miles patted her cheek.
“Miss Thornton, can you hear me?” He leaned over and put his ear
close to her face and listened. “I don’t think she’s breathing.” He felt her
neck, searching for a pulse.
“Is she dead?” Iris choked.
Miles shook his head. “Not if I can help it.”
He tilted Ivey’s head back, opened her mouth, and pinched her nostrils shut between his fingers. After inhaling deeply, Miles placed his
lips over hers, laying his other hand across her ribcage. He expected to
feel her abdomen rise when he emptied his lungs into hers, but it didn’t.
He blew into her mouth again with greater force, and then again with
the same results. He sat back on his heels to think.
“Why did you stop?” Tears welled in Iris’ eyes.
“If her lungs ruptured . . .” Miles paused. He didn’t have the heart to
tell Iris that her sister might be beyond hope.
She searched his eyes. “Miles, you are supposed to save her.”
Miles looked down. “I’m not sure what’s happening. The air isn’t
going into her lungs.”
Iris grabbed his sleeve. “It’s the corset. They tied it too tight. Ivey
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said she couldn’t breathe.”
Miles grabbed the neckline of the gown, and tried to rip it open. The
structure of the bodice contained many layers and a good deal of boning. It may as well have been armor. He rolled her onto her side, hoping
to undo the back laces, but the tight and muddy knots were too much
for his trembling hands.
Arvel ran up, tossing aside the gun he was carrying while dropping
to his knees. “What are you doing?”
“This dress is suffocating her. Do you know how to remove a corset?”
“Put her on her back,” Arvel said as he grabbed a curved knife from an
inner coat pocket. He flipped the knife open and sliced through the front
of the dress without so much as nicking the silk camisole underneath. Iris
helped pull the boned fabric apart while Miles leaned over and forced
several deep breaths into Ivey’s parted lips. This time he felt the rise and
fall of her chest. He stopped to see if she was breathing. There was nothing. After many long attempts, Miles finally looked up at Arvel.
“I’m afraid she went too long without air.”
“Ivey, please . . . don’t leave us. Not like this.” Arvel gripped his
daughter’s hand tightly and bowed his head. “I’m so sorry.”

•
Ivey wasn’t sure where she was, but she no longer felt the panicked urge
to breathe. She’d never been so peaceful.
A light flickered somewhere below her. A familiar voice called her name.
Ivey let herself be drawn closer. The light danced around her, inviting her into a hidden world. She opened her arms, ready to remember.

•
“No. She can’t die.” Iris sobbed over her sister’s body. “Do something.”
Miles felt an overwhelming sense of guilt. Ivey must have been
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desperate to escape their engagement. Iris said that her sister had never run away from anything. Would he be the first and only item on
such a list?
He’d always known his life was a curse. Bringing him into the world
had cost his parents everything. He hadn’t even met his prospective wife,
and now she was lying on the ground, muddied and lifeless. It had to stop.
“Damn it, Ivey Thornton. You will not die because of me.” Miles
leaned over and caressed her face. With a passion he had never before
possessed, he breathed his determination into her still body.
He laid his head against Ivey’s chest, listening for her heart’s response. There was nothing but a cold silence.
He sat up, looking down at her pallid face.
“Give me a chance to know you, Ivey. Please!”
Ivey awoke with a strangled gasp. Miles watched as Ivey’s eyes
blinked down at her ravaged gown and then moved from her sister’s
tear-streaked face to her father’s. Finally, her gaze met his own.
He had never seen anything as glorious as the spark of life in her turquoise eyes. His thoughts were completely scrambled, but his manners
remained intact.
“Hello, Miss Thornton. I am Miles Fenchurche. It’s a pleasure to finally make your acquaintance.”
Her eyes burned into his. For the second time, he had the strange
feeling that he’d seen her before.
She started to speak, but then—without warning—she sneezed, and every bit of the muck that had seeped into her nose was blown onto Miles’ face.
The stunned silence was broken when Iris snorted rudely. Miles did
something he hadn’t done in years—he laughed. And then, with a girlish sigh, Ivey fainted.
Arvel grinned and gave Miles a pat on the shoulder. “Now that’s
how you make a lasting first impression.”

•
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vey awoke late the next afternoon, with Iris perched on the side of
her bed, staring at her intently. When she tried to sit up, Ivey’s body
ached from head to toe.
She groaned. “What have I done now?”
“Not much,” Iris said. “You just fell out of the swinging tree and—
died. Then Beast tried to eat your fiancé, but I saved him, which was
lucky for you because just like the prince in a fairy tale, Miles Fenchurche kissed you and brought you back to life.”
Ivey was horrified. “Iris, stop making things up.”
“I’d say she’s got this one right.”
Ivey saw her father leaning against the frame of her open doorway.
“Though she did leave out the part where you blew black slime all over
the boy’s face before you fainted like a perfect damsel in distress. It was
quite the ruckus, Ivey, even for you.” He chuckled. “How do you feel?”
“Everything hurts.” She struggled to piece together her fragmented
thoughts. “And my head is full of stuffing.”
“Iris, go get your sister something to eat. She hasn’t had a meal since
all this began.”
“What began?” Ivey rubbed her eyes.
“I’ll be happy to refresh your memory, dear child.” Arvel shooed Iris
away. “This may take some time.”
“Enjoy your talk, Ivey,” Iris called over her shoulder as she bounced
from the room.
Arvel pulled a chair to the bedside and sat down, reaching for Ivey’s
hand. “Where would you like to begin? Perhaps with the part where
you attempted to flee and ended up diving backward out of a tree? Or
we could discuss the vicious creature that appeared out of thin air to
stand guard over you. Or maybe the fact that your engagement party
ended with a distraught Minnette Fenchurche dragging her son off for
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a good disinfecting after we told her that he’d stumbled and fallen into
a trough of fertilizer.
“And, you might also like to hear how your escapade nearly sent
Prim into an early labor.”
Slowly, things were starting to come back. “Father, Prim locked my
door and I couldn’t breathe. I had to escape from the dress. I swear I
wasn’t running away.”
“I know. Prim accepts her blame in the matter,” Arvel said. “She
was horrified to hear that the gown was responsible for your accident.
The doctor thinks that between the fall and the corset, you might have
cracked a rib or two. At the very least, you took a good bruising.”
Ivey touched her side, making sense of the racking pain. “I have no
doubt that miserable garment was trying to kill me.”
Arvel nodded sympathetically. “Luckily, you landed in my compost, because otherwise it may have succeeded.” His voice grew serious.
“However, that does not explain the presence of that enormous and
vaguely familiar-looking lizard. According to Iris, he nearly killed Miles
Fenchurche. Do you understand what a dire mistake it was to harbor a
creature like that at our home?”
Ivey nodded soberly. “Is he all right?”
“Iris said he was very brave,” Arvel answered. “I told Miles to wait
while I got a gun, but he jumped to your aid empty-handed.”
Ivey gasped in horror. “I meant the beast. Oh, Father. Did you shoot
him? Is he—?”
Arvel shook his head. “Your little sister saved them both. It seems I
have two rambunctious daughters and a monster roaming my property.”
Ivey covered her face. “Beast isn’t a monster. He just didn’t know
what was happening. What will happen to him?”
“We will deal with that later,” Arvel said. “My concern is with you,
Ivey. You nearly did it this time.”
Ivey crossed her arms. “For pity’s sake, Arvel, we’ve been through
this before. If something can’t manage to kill me, it only schools me in
the art of survival.”
Arvel gently stroked her cheek. “I know you’re convinced that you
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have lives to spare, my dear, but this was different. You were about
to leave us.”
Ivey reassured him. “Father, you know I’m too stubborn to go anywhere until I’m ready, and I’ve got things to do.” Ivey’s mind was clearing, yet something nagged at the corners of her memory. “But there was
something strange. A place I wanted to see. It almost felt like home.”
Arvel hung his head. “You were at the brink of death. If it wasn’t for
Miles—”
“Good grief !” Ivey suddenly remembered the pale green eyes and
serious face hovering above her exposed camisole. “Did that man tear
off my clothes?” She clasped her chest in mortification.
Arvel shifted uncomfortably. “No, I did. But that’s beside the point,
Ivey. That man saved your life.”
“By kissing me?” Ivey shuddered at the thought.
“He used a medical technique whereby one person can breathe for
another. You should ask him demonstrate it when you get to Ferndale.”
“Ferndale? After everything that happened?” Ivey pulled the covers
close. “I would rather die than go there now.”
Arvel crossed his arms. “The party may have ended abruptly, but
your engagement is still on.”
“Prim told me that Miles tried to run off yesterday, and his mother
sounds hateful. How can I give him a chance if he doesn’t want one?”
Arvel’s face softened. “Miles gave me his word that you will be treated with kindness and respect while you’re under his care. He isn’t too
keen on the idea of marriage, but things may have changed last night.
Something lit up inside that boy. I believe his heart brought you back.”
“Father, we’re perfect strangers.”
“Trust me, Ivey, love doesn’t need an invitation. It happens in the
blink of an eye.”
“I don’t see that as part of my future, and according to Prim neither
does Miles.”
“That remains to be seen, but saving you was a defining moment in
his life. He finally has a chance to break free of his mother’s misery, but
he can’t do that on his own. He needs you to show him how to live.”
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“I’m sure there are plenty of girls who’d be happy to show Mr. Fenchurche how to live.”
“But there’s only one like you,” Arvel laughed. “According to ancient
wisdom, when someone saves the life of another, that life becomes the
rescuer’s responsibility. So you and Miles are bound to each other now.”
“I don’t need any man to take care of me.”
“Maybe in this case, Miles needs you. You are a clever girl, and he’s a
thoughtful boy. You’ll teach each other things you never thought possible. In any case, we struck a deal, and I do expect you to honor it.”
Arvel’s tone of voice indicated that the discussion was over.
“Fine. How about this? I’ll agree to save his life, and then we can go
our own ways.”
“That would be wonderful, darling. Now get some rest. As soon as
you are recovered, Miles has a little surprise for you.”
“Surprise?” Ivey’s left eyebrow shot up.
“He’s decided to take you to Ferndale on his airship.”
Ivey’s eyes opened wide, and a smile stretched across her face. She’d
been fixated on the possibility of taking flight since she was a moppet.
Her favorite childhood game was pretending to soar through the air as
Arvel swept her around the grounds, holding her high in his arms.
“Arvel, is that true?”
“Yes. The Monarch’s schedule is being arranged even as we speak.”
Ivey squealed in delight. “The Monarch? I’m going to fly on the
Monarch?”
“Indeed. You’ll have six days aboard the ship of kings.”
“Six? Isn’t the flight to Spirehaven only two days?”
Arvel’s eyes flashed with mischief.
“Somehow, word of your adoration of the Monarch reached Miles,
so he’s asked the captain to set a leisurely course that will afford the
most astonishing views Cemaria’s northern climes have to offer.”
Ivey shook her head in disbelief. “Can he do that?”
“I suppose being a Fenchurche isn’t all bad,” Arvel mused.
Venturing aboard an airship was one of the greatest desires in Ivey’s
life. She’d dreamed of flying a small vessel of her own someday, but the
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Monarch was no ordinary airship. It was the most glorious airship Aether
had ever known: the jewel of the Fenchurche Cosmopolitan Fleet.
When the airship’s plans were first presented, critics had claimed
that Fenchurche Industries was sure to suffer a monumental failure.
A ship of such excess would never get off the ground, the naysayers
had crowed. The Disreputable Times had even run an exposé, calling it an
outright fraud against the wealthy enthusiasts who were prepurchasing exorbitantly priced reservations. After months of wild speculation, the mechanical wizards at Fenchurche Industries had proved the doubters wrong.
Following the Monarch’s maiden voyage, her passengers disembarked with rave reviews of the top-notch accommodations and service. Before long, anyone wishing to book a passage aboard the airship
could expect to be added to the end of a year-long waiting list.
Now the legendary vessel was setting a course to Prominence, just
for Ivey. She rubbed her hands against her cheeks to ensure she wasn’t
lost in a fantastic dream.
In spite of herself, Ivey sighed in anticipation. “How soon do I leave?”
Receiving no answer, Ivey glanced over at her father’s face. His lips were
smiling, but the expression in his eyes was distant and worried.
“What’s wrong?”
He blinked, and chuckled. “I’m somewhat jealous. I think you’re
going to have a real adventure on that airship.” Arvel leaned over and
gently kissed Ivey’s forehead. “Now, get to work on healing, and stay
out of that tree.” He rose to leave.
Ivey gave him an impish salute and then settled into her pillows as
Iris entered with a tray of food.
It was dark outside by the time Ivey finished her meal. The two sisters chatted about the excitement of flying aboard the Monarch until
Winora came to shoo Iris off to bed. Ivey tried to sleep, but her racing
thoughts would not permit it.
The idea of lying unconscious with some strange man’s lips pressed
against hers was humiliating. Miles Fenchurche could not be responsible for saving her life.
Her memory of that moment was hazy, but she had felt a sense of
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peaceful acceptance unlike anything she’d never known.
Could he really have saved me?
Ivey dispelled the thought. She couldn’t explain how it happened,
but she was certain that she would have made it back on her own. She
was no damsel in distress, waiting to fall into the safety of a man’s arms.
The sooner Miles Fenchurche learned about her true nature, the sooner
he’d be happy to part ways.
She closed her eyes and concentrated on restoring her constitution. The next time they met, she would be back on her feet, standing
strong and ready to make the right impression on Mr. Fenchurche
and his mother.

•
Two days later, Ivey crawled from her bed with a plan to convince Arvel
that her oversized waterdog belonged at Thornhall. Because the doctor
had forbidden her to engage in any physical activities, she’d extended an invitation to her little sister to perform with the beast. Iris was
thrilled, and she changed into her bathing clothes right away.
Despite the girls’ high praise of the creature’s obedience and talents,
Arvel’s expression was one of skepticism as the three walked down the
path to the pond. When they arrived at the water’s edge, he held up his
hands.
“Enough talking. Let’s see what he can do. Call him, Ivey.”
Ivey crossed her arms confidently. “No need. He’s already here.”
Arvel cast a wary glance around the area. He had a well-trained eye
that easily spotted minute details others might overlook. Ivey smirked
as he went from looking for the creature to listening intently. When
that failed too, he inhaled deeply through his nose.
Arvel closed his eyes, loosened his shoulders, and stood quietly for
some time.
Iris cocked her head and looked up at Ivey. “What’s he doing?”
“It’s one of those peculiar talents that Father and I have. If I tell you
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about it, will you keep our secret?”
Iris nodded. “I like keeping secrets.”
“Very well.” Ivey laid a hand against her chest. “All living things have
something special inside. We call it our soul, the core element of life.
Our ancient ancestors called it the pneuma biou.”
“Pneu…ma…biou,” Iris repeated softly. “I know what that is. It’s the
light inside us.”
“Yes, in a way. All creatures’ souls have their own essence—and if you
know how, you can feel it radiating from their bodies into yours. That’s
how Arvel and I find creatures that don’t want to be found. Watch.”
They waited quietly until Arvel opened his eyes and walked toward
a nearby tree.
“He’s here—somewhere.”
“You wouldn’t know that if you hadn’t cheated,” Ivey teased.
Arvel gave her a pained look. “When you are tracking a dangerous
beast, Ivey, the last thing you want to do is to be fair.”
“The beast isn’t dangerous, Father.” Iris was the picture of girlish innocence as she stepped forward. “He’s our friend. He would never hurt
anyone in our family.”
“We shall see.” Without warning, Arvel grabbed his youngest
daughter and threw her over his shoulder, the way he had when she was
a toddler. Iris squealed and wiggled in response.
With a menacing hiss, the waterdog seemingly appeared out of nothingness, clinging to the trunk of the tree. He dropped to the ground in
front Arvel, who jumped back so quickly it made Iris scream.
Ivey didn’t move. To earn her father’s trust, she knew the beast
would have to pass this test on his own.
Arvel set Iris down and stood in front of her.
The beast’s spines rose up from his back. A low growl warned of
his intentions.
Arvel took another step forward and assumed an aggressive stance
of his own. In a single, swift movement, he pulled the folding knife from
his pocket and held it open in his steady hand.
“No—” Iris started to cry.
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“Shhh.” Arvel gestured for her to stay behind him.
Ivey held her breath, and Iris covered her face.
The creature let out another hostile rumble.
Arvel’s eyes locked on the beast’s. He moved forward with knife raised.
“Back off before I strike.”
The creature’s tail twitched. Arvel’s hand tightened.
“Please don’t.” Iris sobbed from behind him.
The beast looked to Ivey, who couldn’t resist throwing him a clue by
submissively dipping her head.
With a grunt, he plopped down at Arvel’s feet, setting his blunt
snout on the ground.
In spite of her injuries, Ivey ran to him and dropped to her knees.
“Well done, old pup.” She hugged his thick neck and then grinned
up at her father. “See? He’s smart enough to know who’s the master
here. Aren’t you impressed?”
Arvel broke into a grin of his own. “Very.”
Iris peeked out from behind her father.
“Can I come out now?” she asked meekly.
Arvel pulled the shaking girl into his arms. “I’m sorry, darling. I
didn’t mean to frighten you.”
“I wasn’t scared,” Iris softly replied. “I just don’t want anyone to get hurt.”
Arvel patted her back. “I know. You’re a very brave girl,” he said proudly.
“Just like my big sister.”
Ivey tried to rise, but the pain in her ribs made her stagger.
Iris rushed to help. “Poor Ivey. Do you want to go back to your room?”
“Not until you show Father more of your adventurous side,” Ivey said.
“How?” Iris giggled.
Ivey gestured to the stand of reeds by the pond’s edge.
“Go lie down over there.” Once Iris was in place, Ivey pointed at the
creature. “Hide her.”
The waterdog tromped over and laid himself down in front of Iris.
In an instant, his hide emulated the surrounding vegetation, causing
the two to vanish from sight.
Arvel walked over and bent down to take a closer look. “I’ve never
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seen anything like this before,” he said thoughtfully. “His skin is mimicking the light from his surroundings.”
“There’s more,” Ivey boasted. “Beast, show yourself.” The waterdog
returned to his natural inky color, and Iris popped up from behind
him. “Now take her for a swim,” Ivey commanded.
The waterdog obediently stretched out. He relaxed his spines so
they were flat against his hide, but Arvel was concerned. “Iris, are you
sure you’re ready for something like this?”
Iris hopped on the creature and wrapped her arms around his neck
with an exaggerated air of bravado.
“Just watch me,” she giggled as the beast marched into the water and
began to swim away with her clinging to his back.
Arvel shook his head and gave Ivey a sideways glance. “Your mother
is right. Iris is spending too much time around you.”
“Is that why you want to get rid of me?” Ivey was teasing, but her
father’s face looked sad. She took his arm and laid her head against his
shoulder. “I don’t have to leave.”
Arvel sighed. “My mind is set. You need to discover life outside
Thornhall, but your creature may stay. We’ll have to keep his existence
a secret until I’m convinced that he poses no threat to the community.”
Ivey smiled. “Beast is wild like us, Arvel. He would die in a cage.
Now that you’ve met, he really is a part of our family.”
Arvel nodded. “I could use his help.”
Ivey’s left brow went up. “Help with what?”
Arvel casually crossed his arms. “Research expeditions. Field tracking. The usual things.”
Ivey studied his face. “If I didn’t know better, I’d say you’re keeping a
secret from me.” She would have pressed for more information, but her
sharp ears heard footsteps.
“Beast, hide,” she called out softly. The creature’s skin transformed even
as he dove beneath the water—taking an unsuspecting Iris down with him.
Before anyone could move, Winora rounded the corner on the
path. “Ivey Thornton? What in mercy’s name are you doing down
here again?”
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She quickly joined them at the water’s edge, casting an accusing
glance at her husband. “Arvel, the Monarch arrives this week, and we
can’t have Miles delay the flight because Ivey made herself ill. Minnette
Fenchurche needs no more reasons to suspect her son’s fiancée in anything less than perfect condition. You said you would have her follow
the doctor’s orders.”
“Yes . . .” Arvel nervously glanced at the pond. “And the doctor advised her to get plenty of fresh air . . . to aid the healing process. I assure
you everything is under control, my darling.”
Just then Iris sputtered back to the surface of the water.
“I touched the bottom!” Seeing her mother’s shocked face, she tried
to explain herself. “Oh, I was . . . just . . . exercising.”
Arvel sighed with relief as Iris made her way out of the water.
“What’s going on here?” Winora asked suspiciously.
“Arvel’s just making sure that we both get plenty of fresh air and
exercise. Isn’t that right?” Ivey snickered.
Winora turned to her husband. “Is it?”
Arvel grinned like a boy caught stealing from a candy jar.
“I do what I can, my love.”
As usual, the twinkle in his eyes melted Winora’s worried frown into
a smile.
“Yes, well, as long as you have things under control, my love.”
She started to leave then turned back. “Oh, I nearly forgot. Stanley
Honeycutt is in your study. He has news about something. I believe he
called it the Zephyr Project.”
Arvel started up the path. “Winora, if you would, please see Ivey
back to her room. I shouldn’t keep Stanley waiting.” He hurried away.
Ivey couldn’t believe anyone would be so eager to talk to Prim’s husband. She would have asked him about the Zephyr Project, but Arvel
was halfway to the house before she could open her mouth.
Winora turned to Ivey, “And you have a visitor, too.”
Ivey cringed.
“No, it is not your young man,” Winora chided. “Prim is waiting for
you on the veranda.”
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Ivey’s face clouded with doubt, but Winora gave her a gentle push.
“Go on. And play nicely, Ivey.” She took Iris by the arm. “And you, little
miss, have some explaining to do.”
As she followed her mother and sister up the path, Ivey chewed on
her bottom lip. The last thing she wanted was to provoke Prim. Her
baby wasn’t due for a few more months, and Ivey was worried about
what had happened the night of the party. Apparently she’d put the
child in some danger. As she walked up the path, Ivey wondered where
this feeling of concern came from. She’d never worried about the safety
of Prim’s girls, Meli’s son and daughter, or Lill’s two little boys, especially not before they were born. Now she had a small nagging in the pit of
her stomach, the kind she felt when something wasn’t right.
The afternoon’s light sifted through a wisteria along the far side of
the veranda where Prim was waiting. The woman never had anything
less than a perfect smile on her face, and yet even she looked disquieted.
Ivey cleared her throat as she approached. Prim jumped to her feet and
rushed to give Ivey a hug so tight it made her grit her teeth in pain.
“Ivey, I’m so sorry. I never meant any harm,” Prim declared as she
held her close.
“It’s all right,” Ivey whispered, “but could you let go?”
Prim stepped back remorsefully. “Oh dear. It seems I’m having a
hard time controlling myself these days.”
“So you know how I feel.”
Prim took Ivey’s hand and led her to the table and chairs where a tall
glass of tea was waiting.
“I will never understand you, Ivey, but it’s no excuse. Dear sister, you
have been nothing but mischief since the day you were born. Even as
a small child, you did not care if something scratched, bit, stung, or
burned. You had no fear of pain, punishment, or death itself, and you
will never know how hard the rest of us worked just to keep you alive.
But all the same, we adored you. Especially Father. When Iris told me
how close you were to death, and I realized that it would have been my
fault . . .” Tears fell from Prim’s eyes as she hung her head.
“Prim. You know how Iris exaggerates things. I just knocked myself
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silly. Besides, I’m the one who should apologize. I would never forgive
myself if anything happened to your baby.”
Prim wiped her eyes and leaned forward with a conspiratorial air.
“Between us, that was something of an exaggeration as well. After Iris
told us about your accident, we had to act quickly to keep Minnette
Fenchurche from finding out. I was the most likely to be in need of
the doctor, so I pretended to have pains. Poor Stanley—before mother
could tell him what we were up to, he feared the baby and I were in
grave danger. He said he would do whatever it took to keep us safe. It
was so sweet and romantic.” Prim blushed.
Ivey could not imagine Stanley as anyone’s hero, but she was relieved
to hear that her sister’s brush with disaster was as overrated as her own.
It was beginning to look as if everyone in her family was keeping secrets
these days.
“Oh, Prim, speaking of Stanley, do you know anything about the
Zephyr Project that he came to discuss with Father?” She tried to
sound nonchalant.
Prim set her glass down so suddenly that it clanked against the metal tabletop. “I can’t say I know a thing. That is Stanley’s business. What
I can say, Ivey, is that it seems your brief encounter with Miles has already had a positive effect.”
Ivey was stunned. “Tell me, Prim. How could anything good have
come from that travesty of an engagement party?”
“Well, Miles has finally taken an interest in my husband’s work. I don’t
mean to speak out of turn, but according to Stanley, Miles has never cared
much about the management of Fenchurche Industries. Stanley says that
Minnette is quite forceful in their meetings, but you would hardly know
her son is in the room.”
“He doesn’t sound very thrilling,” Ivey muttered.
“Ivey, please do not misunderstand. Stanley and I have attended
many social functions with the Fenchurches. Minnette dominates every conversation, and while he is quite shy, I believe Miles could be
charming if he ever got away from his mother. She keeps him on a leash
so tight that no one can approach him.”
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Ivey blinked. “Then why in Aether would she force him to marry me?”
Prim leaned forward and spoke with a quiet ferocity. “Minnette is
constantly complaining that there are no heirs for the family business,
so Miles will have to get married and give her grandchildren whether
he likes it or not. In truth, I think she will not be happy until he’s as
miserable as she is.”
Ivey grimaced. “So I’m his punishment?”
“Dear sister, you may be his only hope. Father really believes that
you are the one to put that woman in her place once and for all. To that
end, I will teach you everything you need to know to impress her so you
can help Miles without hurting Father’s career. Or Stanley’s.”
Ivey had never heard Prim talk like this before. It was surprising and
exciting. “Good grief, Prim. What has she ever done to you?”
“That woman has bullied my husband for years, and it drives me
mad. I would love to see her knocked down a notch or two.”
Ivey laughed. “Prim, have you always had this side to you?”
Prim’s expression softened when she laughed. “I hardly know what’s
come over me lately.” She rubbed her expectant stomach. “I think it’s
this baby. Something tells me that he will love to fight, just like his Aunt
Ivey. Here, feel him kick.”
Ivey was squeamish about touching her sisters’ pregnant bellies to
feel the thumps and bumps of the little creatures inside, but this time,
she was curious. She timidly laid her hand beside Prim’s and waited.
There was nothing. She closed her eyes and let her hand slide down,
pulled along by a peculiar awareness of the precious life within.
Hello, little one. What’s it like in there?
The baby gave her hand a healthy kick. Ivey jumped.
“Prim, your baby, it’s—” she stopped herself. “It’s so strong.” She
knew it wasn’t her place to say any more than that.
The sun was setting by the time Ivey returned to her room. She was
tired, and her ribs ached from the day’s activities, but her mind still
raced with past few days’ events. For better or worse, her life had taken
a turn she’d never imagined. It was some time before she was able to
relax. While drifting off to sleep, Ivey remembered the beautiful light
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she’d longed to embrace after her fall from the tree. She’d been floating
so peacefully, while something had invited her to slip into a secret world.
Ivey might have remembered more, but a vivid dream carried the
strange memories away. She was soaring through the clouds, the captain of a great airship making its way into the twilight sky.

•
Arvel was preparing for a dangerous campaign. On his desk lay a new
set of plans delivered by Stanley Honeycutt, along with the news that
Arvel had been hoping for. Funding for the Boreas would be provided
by a new division of Fenchurche Industries. Until the Monarch arrived
in Prominence, Miles Fenchurche himself would be working with Arvel
and the team at Honeycutt Mechanical to produce an amazing new type
of flying machine.

•

Chapter Five

The Engagement Satchel

W

ith only one day left before the Monarch’s arrival, Ivey
could hardly wait to take flight. Prim had invested much
time in coaching her to win Minnette’s favor. With any
luck, Ivey would be able to help Miles gain his freedom. She suspected
the lessons were also meant to keep her from worrying too much about her
engagement to the young man.
She had nearly finished packing her things when she heard a familiar knock on the bedroom door. She quickly buried in her trunk the
trousers she had been folding. Her mother detested her daughter’s penchant for dressing in Arvel’s old clothes, and Ivey wanted to appear as
cooperative as possible.
“Come in,” Ivey said, busily arranging one of the more feminine
dresses she was taking to Ferndale.
“Do you need any help?” Winora’s voice was cheerful yet oddly
strained.
“I think I’m ready.”
“I think that you are, too.” Winora looked down at her hands before
she continued. “Ivey, please trust your father to know what is right for
you. He would be greatly obliged if you would try to make the best of
this situation.”
“I am going to try, but from what I’ve heard, the Fenchurche family
is most peculiar.”
Winora laughed. “Peculiar can be delightful, you know.”
Ivey set her hand on her hip. “And when did you ever believe in such
a thing?”
Winora replied, “When I first arrived in Prominence, all the proper
ladies warned me that Thornhall was a haunted place, inhabited by a
deranged hermit who mucked around in the occult.”
Ivey laughed. “Isn’t that what they would say about me these days?
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It’s why I avoid ‘proper ladies’ who have nothing better to do than gossip about things they don’t understand.”
“Sometimes you have to make an effort to help them discover who
you are, Ivey. Since I didn’t know a soul in Prominence, I decided to
listen politely and hope for the best.”
“That’s horrible. Why didn’t your family come with you?”
“My parents knew that I would be in good hands. My father used to
visit Thornhall when Arvel was a boy. In fact, your grandfathers were
very close when your father and I were young, and it seems that somewhere along the way, they decided that Arvel and I were destined to be
together.”
“They decided? But how could they possibly know? Mother, what if
it turned out that Father really were a deranged hermit? Things might
not have ended so well.”
Winora sighed as she sat on the edge of Ivey’s bed. “Darling, things
wouldn’t have ended so well if I had chosen not to come here. Arvel was
an only child and a misfit among his peers. After his mother’s death, his
father died of a broken heart. Arvel had no close friends to help him
with his grief, so he shunned society and buried himself in his work.
He truly was becoming a hermit, but my father intended to keep his
promise to the Thorntons. When I turned sixteen, he brought me here
to have a talk with Arvel.”
Ivey knew where her mother’s story was going. “Let me guess. Arvel
didn’t want to get married.”
Winora smiled. “Well, that’s what he said until we met face to face.
It happened in the blink of an eye. I saw the man of my dreams, and
he saw a woman who would fill his life with happiness. Giving him a
family to love was my duty and my honor. It has made me happier than
I ever could have hoped. I wouldn’t want to go on living in this world
without your father, and I know he feels the same way.”
Ivey saw tears in her mother’s eyes, but her mind was busily racing ahead.
Before leaving, Ivey leaned down and gave her mother an usually tight hug.
“Thank you,” Ivey said, finally releasing her.
“For what, dear?”
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“For ignoring those busybodies and being brave enough to take a risk.”
With that, Ivey trotted off to find Arvel.

•
Winora wiped her tears away and rose from the bed to leave. Something caught her eye. A familiar tuft of rough wool fabric peeked out
from under the top layer of clothes in Ivey’s trunk. She carefully slid
the garment out, leaving no trace that the trunk’s contents had been
disturbed.
“Oh, Ivey,” she sighed. “If a lady is going to charm the likes of Minnette Fenchurche and her son, a gentleman’s trousers cannot be part of
her wardrobe.”

•
Arvel looked up from his desk to discover Ivey standing a few feet away,
watching him. She had his talent for entering a room unnoticed.
“I was expecting you,” he said as he straightened up the papers in
front of him. “Come sit down. Let’s enjoy our last afternoon together.”
Ivey sank into the chair near his desk with a dramatic sigh. “That
sounds so final.”
“You aren’t being sent into exile. Think of this as the adventure of a
lifetime. After all, you’ll be flying first class aboard the Monarch. Even I
haven’t done that.”
“I didn’t come here to argue with you, Arvel. I’ll keep my end of the
bargain, but I have to know. Why me?”
Arvel knew Ivey’s question went deeper than the details of the trip.
“Of all my daughters, it was your destiny to become a Fenchurche.”
“And when did you come that realization?”
Arvel had to look away from her keen eyes. He sat back in his chair, fully aware that she would leave his study with more information than he’d
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intended. “When you were just learning to walk.” A memory from those
early days flashed through his mind, causing him to chuckle softly. “Actually you never bothered with walking, my dear. You just got up and ran.”
“How charming.” Ivey leaned forward. “And still, I have to ask. Why
me? You had two other daughters who were closer in age to Miles. Why
not choose Lill or Meli?”
Arvel sighed. “You were so full of spirit. Maddox was quite taken
with you.”
“I met Maddox Fenchurche?”
“In fact, I remember you sitting in his lap, in that very chair, flirting
with him. You nearly coaxed him into giving you his pocket watch. It
was extraordinary.”
“Arvel. I have never flirted in my life.”
“So you say,” Arvel laughed. “But you trailed him around the house
like a little puppy for days. You adored him.”
Ivey sat quietly for a moment. “Was his family here?”
Arvel’s smile faded at the thought. “No. Minnette refused to let
Miles travel in those days. Maddox was always alone.”
Ivey cringed. “So why was he here?”
“He had to settle some things before he left on an important mission,” Arvel’s voice choked.
“Oh. The mine.” Ivey’s eyes lowered. “I’m sorry you lost a friend.”
Her father looked away with a pained expression. “It was the last
time I ever saw Maddox. Perhaps if I’d gone along, things might not
have ended that way.”
“From what I’ve read, no one could have survived that disaster.
You would have died with him, and then I would have grown up
without a father.”
Arvel quickly changed the subject. “Maddox didn’t come here to
discuss that. He was concerned about his son. The boy was almost
seven, and he had never been away from Ferndale. Not even to visit a
friend, as Minnette strictly forbid him from having friends. She barely
let him step outside to take a breath of air.”
“What could you do about that?”
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“Upon his return, Maddox planned to take the child away from
Minnette. It would have been very difficult, and we were to provide
Miles a safe place to stay until the matter was settled.”
Ivey’s eyes softened for a brief moment. “So how did I come to be
mixed up in all of this?”
“That last night, before Maddox left, we sat up late and talked. He
said he’d dreamed of having a little girl like you. I told him that I would
have been thrilled to have a son like Miles. And then we realized it was
destiny. Miles could be my son, and you would be the daughter Maddox longed for.”
Ivey leaned back and folded her arms. “How perfect for the two of
you. But I know my own mind. My destiny is to explore the world,
performing thrilling deeds.”
Arvel shrugged. “And what better way to do so than beside the man
who owns the biggest transportation company in all of Aether? You
could go anywhere your heart desires, and with great style. I daresay
that travel aboard a ship like the Monarch could become routine.”
Ivey blinked and sat straighter, then chewed her lip as she thought it over.
“Well, I’ve gathered that Miles Fenchurche is not the adventuring
type. And if he were, I am sure his mother would put a quick stop to it.”
Arvel smiled. “When a man loves a woman, he will move the heavens
to make her happy, and he would trade his life for hers, trust me on that.”
Ivey squirmed in her seat.
“Father, I will do what I can to make Miles less miserable, but falling
in love is not part of our bargain. I’m not like Mother. I don’t need a
family to make me happy. All I’ve ever wanted is to take care of myself.”
“That sounds familiar, my dear.” Arvel set aside his papers. “However, I have no desire to argue with you. So tell me, how are you feeling?
Are you ready for Minnette?”
“I shall pass inspection.”
“Good. Then I have a going-away present for you.” Arvel reached
behind his desk and retrieved a leather satchel with a long strap. Ivey
inched forward in her seat.
“This gift is for the adventures you will have in your new life.”
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Arvel opened the bag and withdrew its contents. First, he produced a
spring-loaded dart gun. Its polished metal and glass design resembled
the gun he himself carried, but this one was smaller—a perfect fit for
Ivey’s hand. Alongside it, he laid out a bundle of sedative cartridges.
Ivey laughed. “Those are for Madame Fenchurche, I take it?”
“Only in an emergency,” Arvel smirked. “These are potent. They
will make sleepy friends of sizeable animals.”
Ivey gave him a quizzical look. “You said the Fenchurche estate was a
haven of safety. Do they have a problem with wild bears, or does something wicked roam the grounds of Ferndale?”
Arvel looked at her sternly. “As far as I know, the only things roaming the grounds of Ferndale are the peacocks—at least until you arrive.”
“Me?” Ivey asked innocently.
“I know how you slip away for nocturnal mischief. And I also know
that if there is a dangerous thing within fifty leagues, it tends to find
you, when you don’t manage to find it first. I won’t be there to watch
your back, Ivey. You must be prepared for anything.”
Arvel could see that his daughter was becoming intrigued. He hoped
it would be enough to get her all the way to Ferndale.
“What else have you got in there?”
Arvel resumed pulling items from the satchel. “The usual effects: a compass, a rope. The rope is strong, light, and impossible to chew through.”
Ivey grinned. “Most fathers give their daughters expensive jewelry
or a parcel of land at a time like this.”
“You are not like most daughters.” Arvel emptied the rest of the
contents onto his desk. “And we also have a tourniquet, healing balm,
bandages, flint, chalk—”
“Chalk?”
“Luminous chalk, to mark a path when you enter a cave or deep
woods. If you don’t leave a trail, you’ll be lost. Didn’t I teach you that?”
Arvel drummed his fingers on the desk to make his point.
“Of course,” she replied humbly.
“Now, I’ve saved the best for last,” Arvel said as he placed a folded
knife in her open palm.
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“I can’t take it. It’s yours.”
“Look closely.”
Ivy inspected the knife’s handle, turning it over in her hands until
she finally caught on.
“Ah, the luster is pristine. No nicks. It’s never been used. Did you
have a copy made?”
“No. It’s a sister to the one I carry. I was asked to hold it until the
time came. It’s an engagement present.”
“Really? Other than you, who would think to give a girl a knife as a
wedding gift?”
Arvel quietly answered, “Maddox. He made the original for himself.
Its performance was so perfect that he made me one as well. This knife
was meant for Miles, but once Maddox met you, he decided that it was
intended for your hand.”
“So I was right in liking him,” Ivey mused. “He sounds every bit as
peculiar as you.”
“Doesn’t that make you wonder what his son is capable of ?”
Ivey took the knife from her father’s hand and flipped it open. “If
anyone can find out, I suppose I can.” Her eyes twinkled as she tested the point of the blade on her fingertip. She flinched as it pierced
her skin, drawing a small bead of blood. “It’s sharp.” She closed it and
flipped it open again, slicing through the air. “I like how it fits my hand.”
Arvel leaned forward. “Promise me now that you will never use that
weapon against someone unless it is absolutely unavoidable.”
“Are you afraid I’ll attack Mr. Fenchurche?” Ivey teased.
“No.” Arvel sternly replied. “But if there comes a moment when life
and death are held in a balance, you cannot hesitate. You must trust
your instincts, Ivey.”
Ivey’s brow drew tight. “I don’t plan on letting down my guard, if
that’s what you’re worried about.”
Ivey closed the knife and began packing the items scattered across
the desk back into the satchel. When she finished, she stood up, slinging the main strap across her shoulder and fastening the smaller strap
that held it securely across her back.
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Arvel smiled. If only Maddox had lived to see the impish baby who
stole his heart bloom into the graceful heroine standing before him.
Ivey patted her satchel.
“All in all, a good fit. Thank you, Arvel. I promise to use this gift
wisely. Now, what do you say we go for a long walk to see if any vile
thing out there is foolish enough to confront a pair of Thorntons armed
with Fenchurche blades?”

•
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Chapter Six

A Royal Introduction

T

he docking platform at Prominence was bathed in the heavy
amber light of a late summer’s afternoon. Ivey had arrived early
with her sisters and mother to watch the Monarch crest the
mountains north of the capital city.
The bustling crowd around them fell silent when the dirigible came
into view, its sleek cabin and expansive balloon perfectly framed against
the golden sky. The majestic proportions of the ship were surreal, and
yet, Ivey felt a strange sense of belonging.
Iris gave a disappointed little sigh. “I thought it had fairy wings.”
“Just you wait,” Ivey said. “They fold the wings up whenever they cross
tall mountains to keep the rough winds from damaging the riggings.”
Winora looked at Ivey in wonder. “How would a young lady know
such a thing?”
Ivey rolled her eyes. “By reading everything that has been written on
the subject.”
Iris squealed. “Here they come.”
Two sets of wings hugging the envelope unfurled as the ship crossed
the foothills outlying the city. Ivey’s heart nearly stopped at the sight.
With its enormous wings gleaming in the sunlight, the airship transformed into a mystical entity from another world.

•
In the large lecture hall at the Cadenbury Institute of Sciences, Arvel
Thornton stole a quick glance at his timepiece. He’d promised his
daughter a proper farewell, and fearing that it might be his last, he
wanted her to remember a joyous parting.
A voice cut through his thoughts. “We’re waiting.”
The terse words came from Silas Harp, commander of Cadenbury’s
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resident division of the Promacheon, Cemaria’s bureau of war. The Promacheon’s task under Harp was to promote scientific advancement in
the interests of national defense and foreign conquest. Silas had called
the afternoon meeting in spite of Arvel’s conflict of time, or perhaps because of it. He was around Arvel’s age and held similar social standing,
but they differed in every other way possible.
Arvel rose from his seat and walked to the lectern. “Thank you, Silas.” He tipped his head and turned to the large assembly of university
rectors, industry chiefs, and Cemarian officials.
“My esteemed colleagues, I’ve been asked to report on recent developments concerning the Zephyr Project. As you know, we are at the
dawn of a new age, one in which roads, locomotives, ships, and dirigibles are no longer the only way to travel across land and sea. Before I
present the prototype for the newest class of self-propelled flying machines, allow me to introduce an executive member of the design party.
I give you Stanley Honeycutt.”
Arvel gestured to his son-in-law, who pushed himself into a standing
position from a sturdy wooden chair. Stanley’s cheeks were red, and fat
beads of sweat dotted his forehead. Stanley’s paternal uncle held one of the
five archonships on Cemaria’s executive council. As the Archon of Industry, Albert Honeycutt had asked his nephew to address the assembly regarding the risks of exploiting the nation’s scientific achievements for war.
Arvel gave Stanley a firm pat on the back and leaned close to his ear. “I
have every confidence in your ability to make the case, son.”
“Thank you, Arvel,” Stanley’s voice rasped. He stepped up to the lectern, cleared his throat, and began.
“At the turn of this century, a remarkable event forever changed our
understanding of the world. While surveying for veins of commercial
ores in a mine deep beneath the Rosman Mountains, a Fenchurche Industries engineer detected a new species of energy that had an alarming
effect on his test equipment. After an initial assessment was made, the
Cemarian government felt it prudent to study this phenomenon thoroughly before announcing its existence to the rest of the world.
“During those efforts, Maddox Fenchurche and his party were lost
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in a devastating explosive event that collapsed Whiterock Mountain
and forever sealed the mine. This caused great concern about the potential of such a destructive force. The Cadenbury Institute sent teams of
geologists to conduct tunneling operations at a number of sites around
the world with the hope of uncovering another instance of this strange
energy. The results were quite startling. This new species of energy was
found at great depths below every single land mass tested.
“Excuse me, Mr. Honeycutt,” Silas Harp interrupted. “This meeting
was called to discuss the Boreas and its military applications, not for
you to lecture us on well-known history.”
Arvel rose. “If we hope to avoid the tragedies of the past, sir, we must be
mindful of that history, and Mr. Honeycutt is an authority in that regard.”
“Very well. It’s your time to waste, sir,” Silas said. He waved a dismissive hand at Stanley. “Proceed.”
Stanley gave Silas a curt nod.
“The consensus was indisputable: the energy was not isolated in
pockets. It was uninterrupted, proving that in Aether’s heart lies a cosmocrene. Gentlemen, the surface of our world is not set on solid matter, but atop a singular core of energy.”
While he paused to let the words sink in, one of the newer council
members rose to his feet.
“Mr. Honeycutt, please do make your point. My schedule is quite busy.”
Stanley cast an eye toward the speaker.
“Councilor Weyland, our entire existence rests above a field of energy that some are eager to tap. Many distinguished men of science are
concerned that hastily pursuing commercial interests of this kind could
trigger an event like the one that annihilated the Fenchurche party. If
such an event were to occur on a large enough scale, it could obliterate
this world in a heartbeat. That is why our attempts to harness the power
of the cosmocrene must proceed with caution and discipline.”
Some in the audience grumbled and muttered while others softly
clapped their hands in agreement. Stanley glanced at a sheet of paper
in his hands before continuing.
“When Honeycutt Mechanical initiated the Zephyr Project, our
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intention was to develop industrial machinery that harnessed the
strength of the cosmocrene. It took thirteen years of tedious study to
discover that two materials could safely interact with Aether’s core of
energy,” he said. “The mineral element lunial is attracted to the source
of the energy, while gelthinium is repelled.”
Stanley placed his documents beneath a small glass globe mounted
to the lectern, causing a series of lighted diagrams to be projected on
the blank wall behind him.
“A year after we learned of these interactions, Honeycutt Mechanical successfully levitated small weighted ballasts by generating a coupled force between arrays of these materials and the gravity of Aether.
That gave rise to the first generation of the Zephyr Project’s flying machines. We had achieved levitation, but the force was insufficient to lift
a manned vehicle.
“Then a young engineer came to me with a brilliant invention.”
A dark-haired man with a long face appeared on the screen. He held
an odd looking contraption with a circular disc flanked by coils of metallic wire and precision gears mounted on a wooden base.
“This is Nicolai Slate with the device he calls an otheophainer. It
generates energy in the form of charged particles channeled through
ductile metal to deliver a great deal of excited power. That power, when
directed through gelthinium, dramatically strengthens its repulsion
from cosmocrene energy.”
The next image depicted a refined version of the device, this time
encased in metal cladding.
“When this model of otheophainer was integrated into the Honeycutt levitating panels, it excited the lunial–gelthinium lattice and
increased the lifting force by more than a hundredfold. A stable and
tunable field of resistance to gravity was created, one that could command the craft’s lift, orientation, and elevation with extreme precision.”
“And how long before these machines make good on our investment?” a man in the audience shouted.
The hall resounded with murmured comments and resonances
of agreement.
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“At present, the only hindrance to the mass production of Zephyrs
has been the rarity of lunial and gelthinium ores. These minerals have
yet to be discovered within Cemaria’s borders, so we have no choice but
to deal with foreign territories,” Stanley replied.
He called up an image of people dressed in layers of rough wool
garments, toiling with sieves and rakes in a riverbed as neatly dressed
Cemarians looked on.
“Commerce in regions like Yuo is complicated and tedious, but Cadenbury’s mineralogists are increasingly efficient at extracting lunial
and gelthinium from the raw ore.
“With both simplicity of design and easy availability of high quality
glass and components produced by Fenchurche Industries, the Zephyr
flight machines are being manufactured quickly and at reasonable costs.
“The time has come. In a matter of days, we will be ready to introduce them for public purchase.”
A hushed excitement swept over the hall, quickly growing in volume
and intensity.
Stanley raised his voice to be heard. “And so, without further ado,
the Zephyr.”
A peculiar-looking vessel appeared on the projection wall. The small
craft had dark brass tracery encasing an iridescent glass sphere. The
frame was fashioned with two large wings, a rudder, landing rails, and a
long and pointed, stabilizing nosepiece. A pair of cylindrical fuel-powered turbine engines like those that propelled airships were mounted
to the back of the passenger compartment to provide the vehicle’s directional thrust.
“The glass cabin is feather light yet exceptionally resilient. Inside,
a finely leathered bench seats a passenger on the right and a pilot on
the left. Before long, anyone with the means to purchase the vessel
and master its controls will have independent air travel at his disposal.
Gentlemen, we have finally arrived at the threshold of an era in which
Zephyrs will carry us skyward into the new millennium.”
The hall burst into applause and cheers.
Silas rose and banged a paperweight on the lectern to quiet the assembly.
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“May we discuss the strategic capabilities of your ship now, Mr. Thornton?”
Arvel stood and shook Stanley’s hand before taking his place behind
the lectern. He had a sense of what Silas wanted, but he wouldn’t let the
man impose his heavy-handed tactics on a scientific mission. A representation of a different ship lit up the wall.
“Gentlemen. This is the Boreas, the prototype for a much larger,
self-propelled craft operating on the same principles as the Zephyr. It
provides greater power and a larger freight capacity to serve Cemaria’s
industrial needs.
“As many of you know, I’ve been tasked with a mission that will put
my hunting skills and this marvelous technology to the test. The Boreas
will rapidly transport me to the target area in Boulder Creek. There,
the ship will provide shelter against the elements while I track the predator responsible for the carnage that has cost so many lives.
“The ship’s hold is large enough to carry everything I’ll need to capture or kill—and then retrieve—the creature carrying out these deadly
attacks. If successful, I’ll deliver it to the containment center at the Curiosity Exchange, where we can determine whether the perpetrator is
an unknown beast of prey or something more sinister. Thank you and
good day.”
Arvel started to walk away, hoping to avoid questions. He checked
his watch and saw that it was nearly time for the Monarch’s arrival.
Silas Harp took Arvel’s vacated position in front of the men and
brought the crowd to order. “Gentlemen, if the Boreas is as powerful
and capacious as Mr. Thornton claims, I suggest we put a team of my
men on board in the interest of national safety.”
Arvel turned back.
“Silas, how many of your agents have been sent to Boulder Creek now?”
“The exact number evades me but that is neither here—”
“Then answer this,” Arvel cut him off. “How many of your men have
returned safely?”
Silas folded his arms, and answered quietly. “None.”
“So,” Arvel spoke slowly and clearly. “Your highly trained and heavily armed combatants have proven themselves no match for whatever
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they went up against. We should assume that conventional means are
ineffective. Success will ride on my ability to move quickly and without
detection.”
The sound of voices escalated as members of the audience began arguing among themselves.
“Gentlemen,” Stanley shouted. “These are important issues. I suggest we take a recess before any course is decided upon.”
A gaunt man sitting at a desk beside the lectern rose to his feet.
Phineas Langley was Cemaria’s Archon of Sciences and Cadenbury’s
chief administrator.
“Come to order,” he said with great authority, banging a gavel against
his desk.
The room fell silent.
“Thank you, Mr. Honeycutt,” Phineas said. “We will meet here in
the morning, once everyone has had time to carefully consider the matter. This meeting is adjourned.”
Arvel clapped Stanley on the shoulder.
“Well then, Stanley, you really are coming into your own.”
Stanley checked his watch. “We’ll have to hurry if we wish to make
it to the station before the Monarch departs.” He grinned sheepishly. “If
we don’t, I’ll be answering to my wife.”
Arvel laughed. “And I’ll be answering to her mother.”
They rushed from the lecture room and down the passageway that
led to the front entrance.

•
While the crowd on the platform held their breath, the Monarch withdrew its mighty wings before softly coming to rest in its dock. The
massive doors of the grand lobby slid open, and a boarding walkway
was put in place as uniformed attendants welcomed the passengers and
their visitors on board. As the crowd thinned, Ivey’s unease grew.
Her father was nowhere to be seen, but she noticed a tall, thin man
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in a dark suit heading her direction.
“That’s Minnette’s executive assistant, Dolan,” Prim whispered in
her ear. “Everything he sees and hears is made known to her in great
detail, so mind yourself around that one.”
“Mrs. Honeycutt.” He bowed slightly upon approach. “My pleasure,
as always.”
“Allow me to introduce my family,” Prim cooed in return. “My
mother, Mrs. Thornton.”
Winora offered her hand, and Dolan shook it.
“And my youngest sister, Iris.”
Iris curtsied.
“And I am proud to present my sister Ivey,” Prim said sweetly.
Dolan turned to Ivey. “I am humbled by your rare beauty, Miss Thornton.”
Although she wanted to laugh at his forced compliment, Ivey extended her hand, just as Prim had coached. “The honor is mine, sir. I do
look forward to enjoying the hospitality of your magnificent airship.”
Dolan offered his arm. “Mrs. Fenchurche asked that I escort you
and your party to the secure entrance on the far side. There’s a lift that
will take you directly to the family’s private quarters on the upper level.”
Ivey was curious to see what Fenchurche private quarters would be
like, but she was determined not to leave the platform on anyone’s arm
but her father’s.
“Thank you, sir. It is a lovely afternoon, and the view is sensational.
I should like to linger here for a bit longer.” Ivey did her best to sound
like a gracious female.
Dolan’s expression showed that he was not at all accustomed to anyone refusing the suggestions of his mistress. “Mrs. Fenchurche wishes
for you to come aboard now,” he stated flatly.
“I think not.” Ivey turned away from his extended arm.
Winora jumped forward and grasped the man’s arm, flashing a dazzling smile.
“My husband means to have a word with Mr. Fenchurche before the
ship departs. Would you be so kind as to give Iris and me a tour while the
girls wait here for their father? I would love to see the airship’s furnishings.”
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Winora nodded at Iris, who quickly scampered around to reach for
Dolan’s other arm.
“You’re the tallest man I’ve ever seen,” Iris giggled.
Minnette’s right-hand man appeared flustered as he was led away by
Winora and her exuberant little girl.
Prim laughed. “Poor Dolan—he’s hardly a match for the Thornton
girls. Wouldn’t you say?”
Ivey couldn’t concentrate on her sister’s words. Her ears rang, and
her instincts warned of approaching danger.
“What is it, Ivey? You look like you’ve seen a ghost.”

•
As they descended the stairs of Cadenbury’s main entrance, Arvel saw a
familiar figure tinkering with the controls of a gleaming Zephyr sitting
at the edge of the lawn.
“Ah, Nicolai, you’re spot on time,” Stanley called out.
The young man turned to greet them. “Good day, sirs.” He tucked
a measuring gauge into one of the many pockets of his carrot-colored
waistcoat before pulling a polishing cloth from another. He wiped his
fingerprints from the glass door as he spoke. “She’s fresh from the factory and certified for flight. I tested her myself.”
Nicolai stepped back and gestured toward the craft. “This one’s all
yours, Mr. Thornton.”
Stanley invited Arvel to take the pilot’s seat. “Today, we’re flying in
style.”
Having cut his teeth as a test pilot in the early days of the project—a
time when Zephyrs still had the nasty habit of flipping themselves
over—Arvel couldn’t wait to feel how the latest design handled.
Once he and Stanley were seated inside, the young engineer leaned in.
“Enjoy the ride, gentlemen.”
“Thank you, Nicolai,” Arvel smiled. “When do we begin testing
the Boreas?”
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“In a few more days. I want to have things working perfectly before
the ship enters the field.”
Stanley held up his watch.
“Yes, we’re in a hurry, but we need to talk as soon as possible,” Arvel said.
Nicolai Slate nodded as he closed the door, which sealed neatly for
the safety and comfort of the passengers inside.
Arvel depressed an ivory plunger to activate the exciter panels on
the underbelly of the craft. They came to life with a distinctive pulsating sound that swelled in volume and frequency as they energized. He
rotated a large metal wheel at his feet one half-turn, allowing the panels
to revolve away from the shielded housing that kept them in an inert
state. As soon as the gelthinium panel turned to face the ground below,
the Zephyr began to rise.
Arvel let it climb to a safe height before engaging the engines that
gave the vessel forward thrust. They departed, cruising at a speed that
would deliver them to their destination across the city within minutes.
Arvel was amused by the stunned expressions of the people below who
looked up to see the mechanized bird and its two passengers whizzing
over their heads.

•
A wave of apprehension washed across Ivey, completely drowning out
the pleasant surroundings and her sister’s voice.
“Don’t fret, honey.” Prim wrapped her arm around Ivey and
squeezed. “He’ll be here any minute.”
Despite the warm sunlight on the platform, Ivey’s blood ran cold.
Her ears ached, and a dull ringing that had been lurking in the back of
her head was growing louder by the moment.
She felt Prim shaking her arm, but all Ivey could focus on was an
odd-looking shadow racing toward them across the platform. Something about it was terrifying. Ivey wanted to grab Prim and run, but she
was unable to move or speak.
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The blackness fell across them, completely engulfing the two.
In its darkness, Ivey felt the presence of a life force unlike anything
she’d ever encountered. Its energy was overpowering. As it enveloped
her, she felt it taking control of her mind and body.
A cold, wet sensation crept up her legs.
Ivey broke free of her stupor long enough to stagger forward a
step, but the paralyzing energy snatched her back in its grip, rendering her helpless.
Ivey’s gaze went to Prim’s skirt, where a dark form was seeping up the
hemline. Prim seemed to be unaware of its presence, but Ivey sensed her
sister’s unborn baby in deep distress.
There was no fear in Prim’s eyes as the gelatinous mass slid up her neck
and completely covered her face. With every breath Prim took, the vile
presence sank deeper into her body, until it disappeared down her throat.

•

